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The Dean Reports
WHAT! An Addition to Gund Hall?
When I became dean in 1986, one of the first messages 
conveyed to me (by some) was a skepticism about any 
proposal to expand Gund Hall. As I talked to faculty, 
alumni, and students, 1 understood that skepticism, all the 
while listening to those who were arguing that additional 
space was needed.
Then, in my first year, two of our programs and seven 
faculty were evicted from the Glidden House across the 
street. Rather than move them to a location still more 
distant, we brought them into Gund Hall—taking a deep 
breath, squeezing programs into smaller spaces, and elimi­
nating storage space. The following year we made substan­
tial investments in our library acquisitions budget and 
began a project to acquire library materials at an increas­
ing rate. We also continued to expand our use of computers 
and video in teaching and research, and we hosted two 
distinguished visiting faculty from abroad. More space was 
gobbled up. Our faculty expanded slightly with our success 
in fund raising, adding pressure for more faculty offices.
Last year we received major new funding to expand our 
/clinical program by adding a new clinical instructor, and 
tuition revenues generated money for an additional writing 
instructor. Still more space was committed. All the while, 
we have been doing more things with more people adminis­
tratively than ever before. It all takes space.
I am no longer skeptical. I am now desperate.
One must live in a house for a while before one realizes 
that it is too small. To many of our alumni, and especially 
to those classes who were squeezed into the old building, 
the claim that we need more space may seem unreal. Skep­
ticism is healthy and I welcome it; but my job is to con­
tinue to advance the programs of the law school. Programs 
need people and people need space. All of the ways in 
which our law school is thriving are put in peril if we are 
not able to expand our physical plant to keep pace with the 
increasing quality of our program.
An addition to Gund Hall is therefore a high priority in the 
fund-raising campaign that the university announced last 
October. We have carefully analyzed our space needs and 
drawn up our plans. Now we must find the resources to 
make our plans a reality, and we must convince the 
doubters.
So let me address some of the issues that have been raised 
by the skeptics.
Was Gund Hall not well designed?
Gund Hall was beautifully designed, but no one could then 
foresee that the law school would so quickly become a 
major national institution. When the building was first 
planned in 1967, the school had only 13 faculty members. 
Gund Hall was designed for a faculty of 25, and we now 
have 38. The library was designed for 300,000 volumes with 
the thought that it would be adequate for 25 years. We now
have 260,000 volumes and have steadily taken space away 
from the library in order to create more faculty offices. The 
facility was built for a student body of 600, and we have 
consistently squeezed 650 to 700 students into it. The build­
ing was built before the computer revolution was upon us, 
and at a time when neither the admissions nor the place­
ment office was more than a place to shuffle papers.
Gund Hall was beautifully designed and is still one of the 
finest buildings in the country. But it was designed for a 
law school far different from the one we have today.
/ thought that we were going to 
maintain a relatively small and select 
student body.
We are. We are increasing applicants, not admitted students. 
We expect enrollment to continue for the foreseeable future 
to be between 650 and 690. Unfortunately, law school space 
needs are a function of program, not student body size. We 
can be proud that we are achieving a low student/faculty 
ratio, that we have numerous seminars, that every first-year 
student has one course in a small section, and that we 
support three active student publications, plus various 
student groups. And these programmatic improvements 
have real space implications. A first-class law school should 
not hold seminars late at night or in large lecture halls 
because it has too few seminar rooms. It does not promote 
our educational function to have Health Matrix, a journal on 
which 60 students participate, operate out of a small one- 
room office.
Moreover, we plan to reinstate an LL.M. program within the 
next two years. To attract graduate students from around 
the country we need space for their research and study. 
And, as a major research institution, we are attracting 
scholars from around the world who come to use our 
library and work with our faculty. This semester we had a 
visiting scholar from Egypt; next semester we hope to have 
a visitor from Eastern Europe. These scholars enrich our 
program; we like to give them work space too.
In short, space is a prerequisite for continuing to enrich 
our program, even without great increase in student 
numbers.
With all of your investment in 
computer facilities, does the library 
really need to buy so many books?
Yes. We have given the matter considerable study. Last 
September the university invited librarians and other spe-
cialists in information management from around the coun­
try for an open dialogue about the library of the future. 
Despite the great advances that computer technology will 
make to our methods of research and information storage, 
it was their strong consensus that if hard copy is ever 
replaced by electronics, that will not happen for at least 
another thirty years.
At a minimum, it will be another generation—and probably, 
much longer—before people regularly do their research, 
browsing, and reading electronically. For some scholars or 
some types of scholarship, electronic reading may never 
replace hard copy reading. The technology that will emu­
late or replace hard copy reading and browsing is still many 
years away. Indeed, our experience thus far with computers 
is that they generate more, not less, paper and thus gener­
ate greater demand for space in which to store the paper.
In addition, we are still far away from having access to 
much of the information we need electronically. If we were 
to discontinue buying and maintaining hard copy of mate­
rial that is on computers, we would eliminate only a small 
fraction of our library collection. We would eliminate no 
monographs, only a small portion of our law review collec­
tion, and no other material that is more than a decade or 
two old. Even when the cost of adding information on line 
is drastically reduced, it will be a long time before most of 
the information needed by scholars is put on line.
Computers need space too. In the last issue of In Brief, we 
highlighted the ways in which CWRU/Net and our invest­
ment in computer technology will help our teaching and 
scholarship. We did not mention that two rooms have been 
set aside for the computer equipment, requiring another 
reshuffling of people. Moreover, as more students use com­
puters in research, we will need additional work stations, 
each about twice as large as the traditional library carrel. 
Indeed, in our expansion plans we are contemplating space 
for up to 150 electronic work stations for students and 
visiting scholars.
In short, we need expanded stack space and storage space 
for our growing collection. If we were forced to shrink our 
collection in order to fit it into our existing space, our 
program would be seriously compromised.
Why not put some books in storage or 
in movable shelving?
We will, but that will not free up very much space. In the 
1987 renovation of Gund Hall we installed movable shelving 
on the ground floor. Such shelving, which accommodates 
approximately twice as much material as fixed, open 
stacks, is ideal for some historical and superseded material. 
Unfortunately, the upper floors of Gund Hall were built for 
open stacks and not designed to bear the heavier movable 
shelving. Off-site storage, which the university may make 
available, can be used only for little-used material. That 
means that only between 10 and 20 percent of our collec­
tion is suitable for off-site storage. A student who needs to 
read a 1913 case from a Pennsylvania state court should 
not have to wait 24 hours—or even longer—to get it. Imme­
diate access is important for most of our collection. I will 
not consider off;site storage until I am assured that our 
students’ and faculty’s information needs will not be 
compromised.
With so much computer support, can 
you eliminate support staff?
Computers allow us to do many things we otherwise could 
not do. They have not, however, replaced people. As com­
puters make faculty and staff more efficient, we get more 
work done, and people become more, not less important.
Furthermore, computers also need support staff. We now 
have two full-time technicians supervising the construction 
and maintenance of our computer network. Their offices 
have been carved out of space originally designed for oth­
ers, and they have had to compete with placement inter­
viewers for the small offices to which they have been 
assigned.
Is the faculty growing too large?
Not in my judgment. Law schools that have thrived in the 
last decade, and those that will thrive in the next, have 
moved closer to a graduate school model of education, with 
smaller classes, more immediate feedback, and more inten­
sive supervision. Our law school has set the pace by estab­
lishing a first-year research and writing program taught by 
full-time faculty, by expanding clinical education, by initiat­
ing small sections in the first-year program, and by adding 
an upper-class writing requirement and seminars. With a 
larger faculty I can release time from the classroom so that 
our faculty can continue to contribute in important ways to 
the national dialogue on legal issues. Despite our strong 
programs, we have barely begun to do what we envision in 
environmental and international law. Bringing visiting fac­
ulty to the law school from time to time greatly benefits 
our faculty and students. We cannot let our lack of office 
space cut off the real educational improvements that will 
come at our law school from an expanding faculty. (At the 
same time, we must make sure that our desire to increase 
our faculty does not induce us to increase our student 
body. That would be inconsistent with our goals.)
Can some of the open spaces in Gund 
Hall be used for additional offices?
No. The building’s open spaces are a vital part of its design 
and function. The bridge and the rotundas have helped us 
develop a wonderful rapport between students and faculty 
and within the student body itself. Loss of those open 
spaces would impair the easy collegiality that has been 
developed here and make us a far less attractive law 
school. Similarly, I would hate to sacrifice the beautiful 
reading areas on the third floor of the library and cut that 
area up into new forms of office space.
How does Gund Hall compare in size 
with other law schools’ buildings?
We have less space than most law schools with comparable 
enrollment. In fact, among 15 law schools with 625 to 675 
students, we are 10th in building size. The University of 
Iowa and the University of Georgia, for example, have far 
larger physical facilities for programs of comparable size. 
Moreover, the amount of space per student in Gund Hall is 
below that of most law schools. We have 117 square feet 
per student, far below the average of 151. Even when we 
build an addition to Gund Hall, our square footage per 
student will be less than at most prestigious law schools. I 
cite these figures not because I believe that building size is 
^ measure of quality, but because I am convinced that we 
have not wasted space and that we are not being extrava­
gant in our aspirations for the space that we need.
Do all deans have an edifice complex?
1 don’t know about other deans, but I do not. Our need for 
additional space is a direct consequence of our leadership 
in legal education, not anyone’s desire for a physical monu­
ment. We need an addition to Gund Hall to continue to 
move forward.
Fteter M. Gerhart 
Dean
A Note on Implementing Supreme Court Decisions
Psychiatry, Insanity, and the 
Death Penalty
by Jonathan L. Entin 
Associate Professor of Law
P
erhaps Andrew Jackson never really dared John Mar­
shall to enforce the decision in Worcester v. Georgia, 
but the legend that has grown up around that episode 
teaches a useful lesson about the difficulty of effectuating 
judicial rulings. We most often think about this problem 
when opponents resist court orders of which they disap­
prove, but it also arises when implementation is con­
founded by the complexity of the phenomenon at issue.
The decision in Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399 (1986), 
exemplifies the ambiguous relationship between declaring 
and implementing the law. Ford invalidated a Florida law 
that empowered the governor to decide whether a death 
row prisoner had become insane while awaiting execution. 
That law did not authorize the prisoner to submit evidence 
bearing upon his sanity, and governors consistently refused 
to consider any such submission. The Supreme Court held 
this arrangement constitutionally deficient because the 
Eighth Amendment forbids the execution of a capital 
defendant who becomes insane while on death row.
At first blush. Ford was an easy case. After all, the rule 
against putting an insane prisoner to death has venerable 
roots in Anglo-American law. Beginning in the seventeenth 
century, commentators such as Coke, Hale, and Blackstone 
discussed the rule as a settled principle. At the time of the 
decision, every American state purported to accept that 
principle.
The decision in Ford v. Wainwright 
exemplifies the ambiguous 
relationship between declaring and 
implementing the law.
But on closer examination the matter is not so simple. 
Psychiatrists almost certainly will be asked to assist in 
evaluating the sanity of death row inmates. Psychiatric 
judgments are inherently imprecise. Moreover, the sanity 
determination in a Ford claim involves the highest possible 
stakes: whether a prisoner lives or dies. The imprecision of 
psychiatric judgments, together with the enormous and 
immediate consequences of the sanity determination, could 
combine to increase the risk of unreliable psychiatric opin­
ions in every Ford-type case. The Supreme Court in Ford 
explicitly declined to define precisely the constitutionally 
required procedures for resolving sanity disputes. Yet for 
its ruling to have more than rhetorical impact, resolution of 
death row sanity disputes will require considerable proce­
dural formality.
Jonathan Entin, who joined the taw faculty in 1984, had a nine-year 
interval between college (Brown) and law school (Northwestern) 
during which, among other things, he was director of the Arizona 
chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union. After law school he 
clerked for Judge Ruth Bader Ginsberg of the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
D C. Circuit, and practiced with Steptoe & Johnson. It was at Steptoe, 
on a pro bono project, that he became particularly interested in the 
death penalty. He was one of a team of lawyers representing a 
Florida death row inmate. Earnest Milter, who came within fifteen 
hours of execution but whose conviction was ultimately set aside by 
the Eleventh Circuit.
The logic of the Court’s recent due process rulings sug­
gests that we should incur the burdens of that formality 
only if we accept the cogency of the rule against executing 
insane persons. The rule’s ancient vintage notwithstanding, 
the justifications for exempting the insane from capital 
punishment remain problematic. Continued adherence to 
the rule, and indeed its elevation to constitutional status in 
Ford despite its analytical infirmities, suggests a profound 
societal ambivalence about the death penalty. On the one 
hand, we are unwilling to abolish capital punishment. On 
the other, we hesitate to execute more than a handful of 
prisoners. This ambivalence in turn suggests that the death 
penalty has become more a symbol of opposition to crime 
than a meaningful criminal sanction.
vidualized fact finding in capital cases. A statistically cor­
rect number of executions offers no solace to the truly 
insane inmate who goes to his death after an inaccurate 
psychiatric assessment. So we cannot ignore the problem of 
erroneous sanity determinations.
The law could respond to this problem in three ways. First, 
the prisoner might be required to make a very significant 
threshold showing of insanity simply to obtain a hearing. Of 
course, an extremely high threshold could result in the 
summary rejection of a substantial number of meritorious 
insanity claims. Such a rigorous standard might result in a 
skewed pattern of errors in which the number of valid 
claims mistakenly rejected will substantially exceed the 
number of invalid claims mistakenly accepted. And that 
would frustrate Ford's rule against executing inmates who 
have become insane while on death row.
Second, the prisoner could be called upon to prove insanity 
by more than the traditional “preponderance of the evi­
dence” standard. The highest plausible burden of proof 
would seem to be “clear and convincing evidence,” the 
standard which federal law requires an accused to satisfy in 
order to establish an insanity defense at trial. Again, the 
higher the standard, the greater the probability of mistaken 
denials of insanity claims. And that would effectively under­
mine the apparent purpose of the Ford decision.
Finally, the law could provide for careful inquiry into the 
bases for psychiatric opinions in order to ferret out bias or 
dishonesty. That necessarily implies some form of relatively 
rigorous cross-examination, which in turn suggests a fairly 
formal hearing. The prospect of mini-trials in Ford-type 
cases could pose a daunting challenge to the legal system. 
As Justice Frankfurter observed more than a generation 
ago, “the onset of insanity while awaiting execution of a 
death sentence is not a rare phenomenon.” More than 2,200 
inmates are now on death row in this country, and the 
number is steadily increasing. Even a minority raising 
insanity claims would require quite a number of hearings to 
determine the sanity issue and to resolve questions of 
possible psychiatric bias.
The value of this additional burden on the legal system is 
not entirely self-evident. The sanity problem in a Ford-type 
matter differs significantly from the psychiatric questions 
at issue in earlier phases of a capital case. A Ford claim 
necessarily arises after conviction and sentencing. Because 
the prisoner presumably was sane at the time of the offense 
and competent during the trial, society has established its 
right to sanction the prisoner. During the earlier phases, by 
contrast, the accused stands in a much stronger position.
He cannot be convicted if he was insane at the time of the 
offense and cannot be tried if he is not competent to stand 
trial. Hence, the legal system and society as a whole should 
bear the real costs of resolving, in a relatively formal way, 
the psychiatric issues which arise in the earlier phases. In 
ford-type cases it is more difficult to justify the costs of 
resolving the psychiatric issues—unless we understand the 
reasons for exempting the insane from execution.
The Rationale for the Rule Against 
Executing'Insane Persons
Six different rationales have been proposed to explain 
the development and persistence of the rule.
Exculpation. An insane prisoner who receives a tempo­
rary reprieve might think of some argument that would 
exonerate him or persuade the authorities not to execute 
him. This theory proves too much. Given enough time,
any death row inmate might think of such an argument. 
Logically, therefore, this rationale supports the outright 
abolition of capital punishment.
Even if there were some basis for special dispensation 
for the insane, the likelihood that such an inmate actu­
ally will propound a decisive argument seems “vanish­
ingly small,” in Paul Applebaum’s phrase. The typical 
death sentence receives extensive posttrial review. That 
review generally includes direct appeals in the state 
courts and often to the US. Supreme Court, as well as 
collateral attacks in both state and federal fora. With all 
these steps normally preceding any ford-type insanity 
claim, the possibility that an insane prisoner will recall 
something that counsel, friends, and family have over­
looked seems fairly remote. Moreover, one need not have 
litigated a death penalty case to appreciate the special 
hostility with which many courts regard last-minute 
attempts to forestall executions, rejecting almost sum­
marily even a meritorious new argument advanced at the 
eleventh hour. Hence, the exculpation theory seems to 
be a questionable basis for sparing the insane from 
execution.
One need not have litigated a 
death penalty case to appreciate 
the special hostility with which 
many courts regard last-minute 
attempts to forestall executions.
Proportionality. Insanity itself is sufficient punishment, 
so executing an insane prisoner is an excessive sanction. 
Unfortunately, existing law refutes this rationale. The 
insane prisoner gains only a temporary reprieve and can 
be executed upon recovery of his faculties. Proportional­
ity therefore cannot explain the rule.
Deterrence. Execution of an insane prisoner will not 
discourage other persons from committing capital 
crimes. This theory, of course, assumes that the death 
penalty has some general deterrent value, a point of 
intense and long-standing controversy. But let us grant 
that assumption for the moment. To maximize general 
deterrence, we should make no exception for the insane. 
By making no exception, society would be telling all 
potential criminals that they will be executed if they 
commit a sufficiently heinous offense no matter what 
happens to their mental state while on death row. The 
rule against executing someone who becomes insane in 
prison leaves open the possibility that a lawfully 
imposed death sentence will not be carried out. That 
possibility encourages prospective perpetrators of capi­
tal of tensed to consider the'likelihood of escaping execu­
tion after being sentenced to death, just as they 
presumably assess the likelihood of avoiding apprehen­
sion and conviction. In short, exempting the insane from 
execution undermines whatever deterrent effect the 
death penalty affords.
Humaneness. Executing an insane person is inhumane. 
This theory necessarily implies that it is somehow more 
humane to wait until the prisoner can understand his 
situation than simply to take his life without waiting for 
his sanity to return. Many persons would find this a 
dubious proposition. If the death penalty is barbaric, it 
should not be imposed upon anyone. Justice Traynor 
characterized the idea of sparing only the insane from
execution as “inverted humanitarianism” resting upon “a 
curious reasoning that would free a man from capital 
punishment only if he is not in full possession of his 
senses.”
Theology. An insane prisoner should not be executed 
because he cannot prepare for death by making peace 
with the Almighty. Although this approach has the virtue 
of acceptance within some religious traditions, not all 
religions teach that ultimate destiny depends upon one’s 
mental or emotional state at the moment of death. So the 
theological approach is only partially persuasive at 
best.
Retribution. The effectiveness of punishment depends 
upon the moral equivalence between the sanction and 
the offense, an equivalence which is lacking when soci­
ety executes an insane prisoner. If the prisoner cannot 
appreciate the relationship between his crime and his 
death, he will not suffer in anticipation of his death. This 
argument has received more support from modern com­
mentators than any other, but it presents problems of its 
own. Like the exculpation theory, it may prove more 
than its proponents intend. Any prisoner who lacks the 
capacity to comprehend the connection between his 
offense and his impending execution may well lack the 
capacity to understand the connection between his 
offense and any lesser punishment. The retribution the­
ory thus calls into question the propriety of imposing 
any sanction at all upon the insane.
In short, none of these rationales is entirely persuasive; 
some cannot be cabined short of the complete abolition 
of capital punishment. Perhaps all of them had greater 
force in earlier times than they do today. For example, a 
theological rationale might have convinced those who 
lived in seventeenth-century England, when religious 
faith played a more central role in public affairs than it 
does in our comparatively secular age. They might also 
have found the deterrence theory less troublesome dur­
ing a period in which many more executions took place 
each year in London and Middlesex alone than have 
occurred in the entire United States since the resump­
tion of capital punishment in 1977.
The Supreme Court in recent years 
has shown a marked aversion to 
recognizing legal rights whose 
vindication will impose substantial 
costs upon the judicial system.
However that may be, the uneasiness of the contempo­
rary case for refusing to execute the insane suggests the 
difficulty of justifying the added costs of determining 
sanity and screening out possible psychiatric bias in 
Ford-type proceedings. Our continued adherence to the 
exemption implies that we must look elsewhere to under­
stand its persistence.
The Persistence of the Rule
The Supreme Court in recent years has shown a marked 
aversion to recognizing legal rights whose vindication 
will impose substantial costs upon the judicial system. 
The rule against executing insane prisoners could do just 
that. If it is taken seriously, resolving sanity disputes
could require rather elaborate procedures. But despite 
the potential difficulties and costs of implementing the 
rule, the Court now has elevated it from common law to 
constitutional status.
One might dismiss the rule as a cynical device to 
obscure the state’s absolute power over its citizens. To 
be sure, the rule might yet be eviscerated through the 
imposition of stringent evidentiary burdens or the adop­
tion of informal procedures which would make it extraor­
dinarily difficult for a prisoner to prevail on an insanity 
claim. Yet a curt dismissal overlooks a more plausible 
explanation for the rule’s persistence: the rule has 
endured because it serves an important social function.
The functional analysis starts from an apparently curious 
fact. Although the Supreme Court has declined to invali­
date the death penalty on constitutional grounds, only a 
tiny fraction of the hundreds of persons on death row 
have been executed. This relative paucity of executions 
and the elaborate procedural requirements applicable in 
capital cases suggest a profound societal ambivalence on 
the subject. That ambivalence affects the judges who 
must enforce laws which produce intense moral dilem­
mas and a public which seems to want some executions, 
but not too many.
Perhaps ultimately the death 
penalty remains in force mostly as 
a symbol of opposition to crime 
and disorder.
The evidence for this analysis admittedly is equivocal, 
but it is intriguing. The Supreme Court, despite its rejec­
tion of most constitutional challenges, has shown no real 
enthusiasm for the death penalty. Several justices have 
expressed support for legislation to end executions even 
as they denied the propriety of judicial abolition of capi­
tal punishment. The Court’s recent retreat from careful 
scrutiny of death sentences stems more from apparent 
frustration at the magnitude of the task than from 
renewed support of execution.
Public opinion is similarly uncertain. At the broadest 
level, survey research reveals widespread support for 
capital punishment. But when the question moves from 
the abstract to the specific, support is less certain.
Much smaller percentages favor mandatory death senten­
ces for any particular crime than endorse capital punish­
ment in general. Many persons also say that they would 
vote differently as jurors in capital cases than a logician 
might infer from their general views on the death 
penalty.
Perhaps ultimately the death penalty remains in force 
mostly as a symbol of opposition to crime and disorder. 
Many Americans seem more interested in simply having 
capital punishment on the statute books than in neces­
sarily seeing it carried out in any particular case. The 
rule against executing the insane operates to reduce the 
number of persons subject to execution. In that sense, it 
too has symbolic significance. From this perspective, the 
intellectual difficulties of justifying and implementing 
the rule matter less than the reaffirmation of a principle 
that diminishes our larger ambivalence.
Focus on Denver
by Kerstin Ekfelt Trawick
degree (in economics) at Dartmouth 
College and came home to a job with 
the Cleveland Trust Company. It soon 
became clear that “if 1 had a law 
degree I’d get a lot further in the trust 
area than 1 would without it,” and so 
he entered law school, still working at 
the bank during the afternoons.
So he answered a blind box ad in the 
Wall Street Journal: Investment coun­
selor needed. Rocky Mountain area, 
headquarters in Denver. Jeavons liked 
the idea of Denver. In his teens he had 
traveled about the West with “a grand­
mother who was kind of a wanderer. I 
loved the mountains, the wide open 
spaces, that sort of stuff.”
The conjunction in Colorado last July of 
In Briefls editor and Professor Emeritus 
Oliver Schroeder occasioned a luncheon 
gathering in Denver of CWRU law 
alumni and the idea for a Denver 
installment in In Brief!? continuing Focus 
series. Those who still think of ours as a 
regional law school may be surprised to 
learn that there are some forty gradu­
ates in the Denver area, even despite a 
slower economy and lessened law firm 
recruitment in the last few years. Nearly 
half of them turned up for lunch at the 
Petroleum Club. Before and after lunch, 
In Brief was able to schedule interviews 
with ten.
“Law school was a lot of fun,” he says. 
He particularly remembers real prop­
erty law and procedures classes with 
Oliver Schroeder and conflicts with 
Dean Fletcher Reed Andrews 
(Jeavons’s uncle, incidentally). He even 
began to think of practicing law 
instead of returning to a banking 
career, and he interviewed with a few 
firms. “But the top salary was then 
$300 a month, and the bank was pay­
ing me more than that. I couldn’t 
afford to go into law practice.” After 
graduation he stayed with Cleveland 
Trust. (Nevertheless, there is a Jeavons 
among Cleveland practitioners of law: 
Bob’s younger brother Norman, '58, a 
partner with Baker & Hostetler.)
Robert W. Jeavons, ’51
Retired Chairman 
Alpine Capital Management 
Corporation ''
Born and raised in Cleveland, Bob 
Jeavons began his undergraduate edu­
cation at Western Reserve University’s 
Adelbert College. “Then,” he says, “the 
Navy got me.” Ultimately he took his
In 1957 Bob Jeavons lefjt the banking 
world for manufacturing. He joined the 
Jack & Heinz Company (a maker of 
airplane parts) as assistant to the 
treasurer, with the expectation that he 
might become the corporate secretary. 
It was not a good move. “It wasn’t my 
kind of work,” he says. “Manufacturing 
wasn’t going to be a good area for 
me.”
Some weeks after sending in his 
resume, having forgotten all about it, 
he had a phone call from what turned 
out to be the Standard & Fbor’s Cor­
poration. The upshot was that he 
moved to Denver as manager for the 
Standard & Poor’s Rocky Mountain 
office. There he stayed “for about 
twelve years, until I went to Chicago to 
head up their office there.” He lived in 
Chicago from 1964 to 1969.
“Then one of the banks out here called 
me and asked if I would come back to 
Denver and be their chief investment 
officer.” After the usual negotiating 
Jeavons accepted the invitation and 
happily moved back to the West. Four 
years later, “at the ripe old age of 48,” 
he left the bank and “with myself and 
one girl” started his own investment 
counseling firm, the Alpine Capital 
Management Corporation, which by 
now has grown from 2 to 40 employ­
ees, manages some 300 accounts, and 
does business all over the country. 
“Gosh, it just sort of built!” says Bob 
Jeavons, with an almost bewildered 
amazement.
When In Brief visited his offices last 
July, Jeavons had retired as Alpine’s 
chairman just one month earlier. He 
had decided “to go on and take retire­
ment” not because he was ready for 
pasture but because he had “an 
opportunity to move on to other 
things.” Chief of those other things is 
the Arthritis Foundation.
Back in 1969 a good friend who was 
secretary of the foundation’s Denver 
chapter invited Jeavons to join its 
board. “One thing led to another,” as 
Jeavons puts it, first with the local and 
then with the national organization, 
and currently he is vice chairman of 
the national Arthritis Foundation (hav­
ing earlier been treasurer, secretary, 
and finance committee chairman).
“I’m on a lot of committees,” he says, 
“and I also serve as liaison to two 
subsidiary organizations, the American 
Juvenile Arthritis Organization, and 
Arthritis Health Professionals.” All of
that means a lot of meetings and a lot 
of travel. Fortunately, Jeavons has 
some of his grandmother’s 
wanderlust.
We asked Bob Jeavons whether it was 
more than happenstance that he had 
devoted so much to the arthritis 
cause. “Yes,” he said, “my grand­
mother had had a lot of problems with 
osteoarthritis. And in 1976 1 developed 
rheumatoid arthritis, which of course I 
blame on the foundation. When 1 
started this work, I never knew that 
arthritis was catching.”
Ronald J. Rakowsky, ’69
Staff Judge Advocate 
U.S. Air Reserve Personnel 
Center
Ron Rakowsky’s grandparents were 
immigrants who settled on Cleveland’s 
west side. When Ron graduated from 
Rhodes High School, he went to Deni­
son University for a B.A. in history, 
then had a choice between tbe law 
schools of Case Western Reserve and 
Vanderbilt. “Vanderbilt offered me a 
nice scholarship,” he says, “but 1 went 
down there to visit and 1 guess Nash­
ville just wasn’t me.”
He remembers that it was an exciting 
time at this law school. “We opened 
the doors in 1966 with Lou Toepfer— 
we were the first class to start with 
him. Ron Coffey and Lew Katz came 
the same year. It was a watershed 
year; things began changing. 1 really 
enjoyed Lew Katz’s class. He was on 
the very cusp of the liberal avant 
garde view of the law, and most of the 
class were typically conservative 
Midwesterners. It was fun to watch the 
arguments. It was theater!”
All through law school Rakowsky 
could see “an interesting dichotomy 
between tbe theoretical casebook 
application of the law and the practi­
cal. Of course there was no clinical 
program then, no real trial courses.” 
Perhaps the most “practical” experi­
ence that Rakowsky had as a law stu­
dent came through his involvement, in 
his third year, with the Law-Medicine 
Center, where he worked with director 
Oliver Schroeder and instructor Daniel 
Clancy and learned to appreciate “the 
practicalities of making the law work 
on a day-to-day hour-to-hour basis.”
After graduation, waiting to be called 
into tbe Air Force, Rakowsky stayed on 
with the Law-Medicine Center for a 
year as a full-time employee. Thus his 
memories of exciting law school days 
include all the disruptions of the 
spring of 1970. “It was a tumultuous 
time—and we didn’t recognize how 
tumultuous—but there was a sense of 
discipline and restraint on campus. 
People like Dan Clancy held the place 
together. 1 think the law school had an 
indirect effect on keeping things rea­
sonable.” All in all, his law school 
experience confirmed in Ron 
Rakowsky the realization that had 
directed him toward law study in the 
first place: “It's the practical applica­
tion of the law that holds a society 
together.”
All of Rakowsky’s career has been with 
the U.S. Air Force. By now he holds the 
rank of colonel. He still thinks that the 
military provides an excellent legal 
practice: “The armed forces provide 
young lawyers with the chance to put 
their toe into different areas. If you get 
into a certain area in private practice, 
it’s hard to pull out. In the military 
you get to try different things; most 
offices are big enough to let you 
change from one thing to another.” He 
thinks, too, that as a military attorney 
“you get a larger sense of the world 
than most lawyers have. You move 
around the country and gain a true 
federal perspective, without the pro­
vincialism of state baggage.”
Rakowsky’s first post was MacDill Air 
Force Base in Tampa, Florida. “Very 
shortly 1 became tbe number-two guy 
in the staff judge advocate’s office, and 
1 wound up being de facto in charge 
for three and a half years. Then 1 spent 
sixteen months in the Philippines 
[where he was director of the Military 
Justice Division], was sent next to San 
Antonio, went from there to southern 
California, March Air Force Base. Then 
to the Pentagon.”
That was in 1983. Until 1987 he was 
chief of the Personnel Law Branch in 
the JAGC’s General Law Division. Then
he was (briefly) chief of the Legisla­
tive Division, then associate director 
of the Civil Law Division and, in addi­
tion, chief of the Preventive Law and 
Legal Aid Group. Early on, at the Pen­
tagon, Rakowsky found himself “work­
ing on drug-detection urinalysis and 
AIDS issues and formulating policy not 
just for the Air Force but for tbe 
Department of Defense”—and calling 
on bis background in the Law-Medi­
cine Center. “It was important to have 
drug tests that were credible. 1 was 
able, through the political processes 
of the Pentagon, to get a requirement 
of state-of-the-art testing, and a big 
dollar commitment to go with the 
more expensive test. The program is 
now pretty much noncontroversial.
The armed forces can take a hardline 
stance on drugs, but the individual is 
protected.”
Since May, 1988, Rakowsky has been in 
charge of the legal office of the Air 
Reserve Personnel Center. “Basically 
I’m managing the judge advocate pro­
gram of the Air Force Reserves. We 
have records and promotion responsi­
bility for all air National Guard and 
reserve lawyers, of whom there are 
about 1,000, plus paralegals, who are 
enlisted members. Half of my job is to 
manage assignment and career pro­
gression, and the other half is to be 
the county prosecutor, so to speak, for 
the center and its 800 employees. The 
center is responsible for a quarter 
million reservists.
“As Congress is redefining tbe role of 
tbe military in our society, more and 
more of it will be reserve as opposed 
to active. So my job is expanding. The 
reserve attorneys are a fascinating 
cross cut of the overall legal profes­
sion. One is a very senior attorney 
with AT&T. Another is minority staff 
director of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, another is a Superior 
Court judge in Phoenix, another is on 
the appellate bench in Tennessee. And 
many are senior partners in litigation- 
oriented law firms.”
When In Brief asked Ron Rakowsky 
where he was likely to go from here, 
he answered: “I’m eligible to retire in 
1990, but that decision is not yet 
made. I have really enjoyed managing 
lawyers. If 1 continue to be challenged 
in my assignments as 1 am now, 1 
could stay in the Air Force for another 
ten years. If 1 were promoted—a big 
IF—I could stay another fifteen. Any­
thing beyond this level is not predicta­
ble—it’s lightning striking.”
James d’Alte Welch, ’69
Although Jim Welch is a Clevelander 
by origin, he had early ties to Colo­
rado. Around the turn of the century 
his great-grandfather had bought a 
sizeable piece of property near Estes 
Park, and, from childhood on, Jim 
visited the family’s summer place 
there. When the time came, he chose 
Colorado College—“What the heck, it’s 
pretty country out here!” There he 
majored in political science, earned an 
ROTC commission, and “between not 
having the faintest idea what I’d do 
with a political science degree, and 
the fact that there was a war going on 
in Vietnam, decided to duck into a safe 
harbor” —i.e., law school.
Following law school came four years’ 
active military duty—first at Fort 
Belvoir, Virginia, then in Vietnam, then 
at the Presidio in San Francisco. While 
he was stationed in San Francisco, he 
passed the California bar and lined up 
a job with Thelen, Marrin, Johnson & 
Bridges, a firm of (at the time) some 
hundred lawyers. Although in law 
school Welch had “vaguely thought” 
he would be a business lawyer, his 
army experience was in litigation— 
chiefly as a prosecutor—and he 
decided to continue his career as a 
civil litigator.
He practiced with the Thelen firm for 
four years, 1974 to 1978, before “get­
ting restless": “In the service I had 
been handling my own court martial 
cases. At Thelen—and it would be 
true of any large firm—I was doing the 
basic spade work but not getting the 
primary responsibility. In the begin­
ning I realized 1 ha^ a lot of learning 
to do, but as time went on I wanted to 
have more independence and auton­
omy rather than carry someone else’s 
briefcase.” So he went to a much 
smaller firm, Tobin & Tobin. “There 
the focuses were real estate and litiga­
tion arising out of banking transac­
tions. Tobin was too small to afford 
the luxury of the pyramid approach to 
litigation. A file landed on your desk 
and you ran with it, with little or no 
assistance from anyone. Sometimes a 
little assistance would have been 
welcome!”
After two years with Tobin, Welch left 
private practice for a position as assis­
tant general counsel with the Grubb & 
Ellis Company, a large real estate 
brokerage firm—in fact, now the coun­
try’s third largest. One reason for his 
move to the corporate world, he says, 
was his perception of the difference in 
a private practice between “those 
perceived as rainmakers and those 
that slogged through the trenches 
doing the work. Especially in a small 
firm, your survival frequently depends 
on having your own client base. And 
I’d rather practice law than work the 
cocktail circuit.”
He enjoyed his seven years with Grubb 
& Ellis. “I was primarily responsible 
for the company’s litigation on a 
national basis. In fact, out of five or six 
attorneys in the department, I was the 
only one involved in that. 1 also played 
a major role in broker education, 
developing and revising forms, recom­
mending policies to corporate man­
agement-trying to strike a balance 
between making money and doing 
business and, on the other hand, doing 
all of that in a way that minimized 
exposure to litigation. My theory was 
that you can make plenty of money 
and not be walking around naked 
exposing yourself to the plaintiffs’ bar. 
And I was involved in other aspects of 
the business, like a utility player on a 
baseball team; I wasn’t just focused on 
litigation or brokerage.” Before long he 
was rewarded with the title of vice 
president. “That and a quarter,” he 
says wryly, “gets you a bad cup of 
coffee.”
In 1987 Jim Welch resigned from 
Grubb & Ellis, said good-bye to the 
West Coast, and moved to Colorado. 
Why? “For a lot of reasons. I was find­
ing my life and my practice unsatis­
fying. I think it was time to take a 
sabbatical.”
When In Brief talked with Welch last 
summer, he was happy with the two 
years that he had spent out of harness. 
He had done some traveling and a lot 
of skiing and trout fishing, and he had 
bought a house in Boulder and reno­
vated it. Then in September he was 
admitted to practice in Colorado. Now 
he is actively looking for a job. “For 
the time being,” he said, “I’ll stay in 
Boulder, but it all depends on what the 
opportunities are. The ideal thing
would be to find a house counsel 
position in the Boulder/Denver area- 
something focused on litigation or real 
estate. In the meantime I’m enjoying 
the mountains.”
Editor’s note: Just as In Brief goes to 
press, we learn that Jim Welch is on his 
way back to California. He will be man­
aging attorney for the CIGNA Insurance 
Company’s law offices in Sacramento, in 
charge of litigation for northern Califor­
nia and the Northwest.
Robert Boardman, ’72
Vice President and Secretary 
Manville Corporation
Bob Boardman grew up in Akron, took 
a degree in economics at Muskingum 
College, and “in the back of my mind 
always wanted to be a lawyer, specifi­
cally a business lawyer.” It was almost 
the obvious ambition for a boy whose 
grandfather was general counsel and 
secretary of the B. F. Goodrich Com­
pany and whose uncle (Tress Pittenger, 
’48) was general counsel for the Gen­
eral Tire Corporation.
In law school Boardman took “virtu­
ally all the business courses offered— 
a lot from Ken Cohen, a couple from 
Ron Coffey, Morris Shanker’s Secured 
Transactions, Leon Cabinet of course.” 
He lived in Akron—“my wife was 
teaching there, so I commuted”—and 
when time came for the job hunt he 
looked no farther. “Akron was home, 
and that was what I was Interested in.” 
He joined the firm that is now Roetzel 
& Andress.
After three years of corporate practice 
he was settled in happily enough when 
a call came from a headhunter: Good­
year was looking for a tax lawyer, eind 
would he be interested? “I didn’t want 
to work for Goodyear OR be a pure
tax lawyer,” says Boardman, “but I 
gave the guy my resume and it 
clicked. They needed a corporate law 
type at Manville, somebody who liked 
securities law and who had corporate- 
secretary-type experience. 1 had done 
a number of small acquisitions and 
divestitures, and they liked that. It 
really had never occurred to me that 1 
might go outside of Ohio, but we came 
out here and we never looked back.
We were young. 1 was 28, and when 
you’re 28 you can do anything.”
Although Boardman had been in Den­
ver a few times and thought it a pleas­
ant city, he says he was “more 
attracted by the work than anything 
else. 1 couldn’t believe that these peo­
ple were going to give me the respon­
sibility they said they’d give me! They 
were going to let me handle all the 
acquisitions and divestitures, be in 
charge of securities compliance. And 
for a company this size! In Akron it 
would have taken me years to get to 
such responsibility.”
In 1975, when he started with Man­
ville, Boardman had “three main 
things to do. 1 had a whole string of 
minor divestitures. The company had 
been on a buying binge, doing acquisi­
tions like crazy, and the portfolio 
really needed pruning—I did about 
thirty divestitures in five or six years.
1 was in charge of day-to-day securi­
ties compliance. And 1 also became 
assistant secretary and then secretary, 
with responsibility for the directors’ 
meetings, agendas, recording, and so 
on.”
In 1975, recalls Boardman, the com­
pany had perhaps 30 asbestos suits 
pending. “They were getting to be an 
annoyance,” Boardman recalls, “but at 
that time we didn’t see them as a real 
problem.” That changed, of course. 
Almost 17,000 suits were pending 
when the company filed for bank­
ruptcy in 1982. “At the time it was the 
largest bankruptcy of an industrial 
company ever filed,” says Boardman, 
“and 1 daresay the most complicated. 
We were in bankruptcy six and a half 
years”—until November 1988.
While the company’s legal department 
was a seething mass of litigation, 
Boardman was not directly involved: “1 
just disclosed the effects in our secu­
rities filings and dealt with the man­
agement process from the perspective 
of our Board of Directors.” He was 
heavily involved in the bankruptcy 
negotiations in New York. “For about 
six months 1 would spend all week in 
New York, three or four out of every 
five weeks. It was sometimes quite
acrimonious. Not a whole lot of fun.” 
He continues: “1 was the in-house 
lawyer on the team that negotiated 
the documentation of our plan of reor­
ganization. After the lead negotiators 
shook hands on the basic structure of 
the deal, 1 was part of the team that 
put the documentation together.”
If he had it to do over again—if he had 
known what lay in store for the corpo­
ration—would he take the job with 
Manville? He says, “1 just don’t know. It 
certainly has taken its toll on people. 
Just before the filing, there were a 
dozen or so of us who got together 
with our chairman before a board 
meeting and talked about what it 
would be like to go through bank­
ruptcy. We all swore we would stick it 
out. But now, of tbe twelve or thirteen, 
there are only two of us left.”
At this point, says Boardman, “we’re 
out of the protection of Chapter 11 
and we’re no longer concerned with 
survival. We’re really thinking of what 
we can accomplish. We have a domi­
nant shareholder—a trust established 
to pay our claimants—and we have to 
build value for our shareholders. We 
are also trying to do our share for 
Denver. We’re the largest industrial 
company headquartered here, but 
none of our operations are in Colo­
rado. Business is terrific for us—we’ve 
had two outstanding years in a row.
But the local economy—the banks, the 
oil companies, the real estate devel­
opers are having a hard time.”
By now Boardman is second in senior­
ity in the company’s legal department: 
“only the general counsel has been 
here longer.” When In Brief spoke with 
him, he had just been away from the 
department on another assignment. 
“For a little over a year 1 was assistant 
to our president and CEO. 1 kept my 
secretary function, but 1 dropped the 
legal function. It wasn’t a career posi­
tion, just a training ground. 1 now have 
a better understanding of what it takes 
to run a company. That should be a 
real aid in the practice of law. And I’m 
glad to be back in law.”
We asked Bob Boardman whether he 
might not be a little restless after 
almost fifteen years in one place. Does 
be ever think about moving on? 
“There’s a lot left to do here,” he 
answered. “I’m still interested every 
day, and that’s important. 1 sure love 
Colorado. And 1 sure love this com­
pany. And 1 love what I’m doing.”
James Wagenlander, ’73
Wagenlander & Associates
Jim Wagenlander’s law office, which 
opened in 1976, consists of himself, 
one or two full-time associates, and 
two former associates who help when 
the work overflows. “We’re small,” 
says Wagenlander, “but we consider 
ourselves big fish in a tiny fishbowl.” 
Sixty percent of the practice is in 
Indian law, “and we’re one of the few 
firms in the country to have a subspe­
cialty within Indian law, namely hous­
ing and construction. It’s a rather 
unique practice.”
Wagenlander came out of college (the 
University of Denver) with an interest 
in urban planning. “I decided no mat­
ter what I did in that direction, a law 
degree would be valuable,” and he 
chose CWRU because Cleveland was 
home. “But I had been spoiled by the 
West. I was intent on returning to 
Colorado.” Upon graduation he took a 
job in Denver in the regional counsel’s 
office of the US. Department of Hous­
ing and Urban Development.
“I was involved with a lot of HUD’s 
public housing programs, and through 
that with their Indian housing pro­
grams all over the seven-state region. 
HUD is one of the lead agencies in 
providing housing on reservations. 
Starting in the early 60s, HUD and the 
federal government began to recognize 
Indian housing authorities, just as they 
have recognized public housing 
authorities ever since the Depression. 
When I left HUD, I was working on 27 
different reservations, dealing with 
varying housing and development 
programs.”
Wagenlander says: “I enjoyed working 
for the government, but I didn’t want 
to be a government lawyer the rest of 
my life. So I forced myself out of HUD.
I set myself a deadline, and I left to set 
up my own practice. For nearly fifteen 
years now, about half of that practice 
has been representing Indian housing 
and construction agencies on the 
reservations. I’ve worked with more
than fifty tribes. Currently we’re gen­
eral counsel to eight Indian housing 
authorities and two public housing 
authorities.”
Wagenlander likes to describe bis work 
as “an international practice without 
jet lag. 1 travel two or three times a 
month, to the reservations or often to 
Washington, but I’m gone only a 
couple of days at a time. 1 like dealing 
with different environments. In fact, 
it’s different countries, and the way of 
working effectively is very different in 
each. On the reservation, a meeting 
will begin with an hour of conversa­
tion about the weather and people and 
families. In Denver we may start with 
ten minutes on the Broncos. In DC, 
we’re into the meeting before we have 
our coats off.”
Wagenlander is always conscious of 
the “distinct and unique legal status” 
of the reservations. “They have quasi­
sovereign rights,” he explains. “Their 
legal powers actually exceed those of 
state governments. They have their 
own statutes and codes and court 
systems. Much of our work is civil 
litigation, and that is a new experience 
for the tribal courts. For tbe last 20 or 
30 years, they have exercised some 
criminal jurisdiction, but development 
in the civil area began only 10 or 15 
years ago. It’s fun to be involved with 
a whole bunch of new court systems. 
There are some difficult situations, but 
also some incredible opportunities.
“It used to be that everybody who had 
major civil litigation would run off to 
the federal courts, but the Supreme 
Court and the appellate courts have 
recognized that you can’t do that. The 
federal courts are requiring that the 
tribal system be exhausted first. The 
parties that 1 end up litigating against 
usually want to go off to the federal 
courts, but we don’t let them do that. 
And 1 think all of this will strengthen 
the tribal court systems.”
We asked Wagenlander about the other 
40 percent of his law practice. “When 
times are better in Colorado construc­
tion,” he said, “we represent contrac­
tors and owners. Right now there is a 
lull, so we tend to represent small 
owners and subcontractors, and some 
public housing authorities. 1 hope we 
can expand the construction practice, 
and 1 hope to get involved in interna­
tional developm'erjt^ork. Actually 1 
wouldn’t mind having a little jet lag.”
Wagenlander has been much inter­
ested in promoting international 
exchanges and an awareness of inter­
national trade. As president of the 
Leadership Denver Association, he 
“made a big effort,” he says, “to orient 
Denver and Colorado toward interna­
tional issues.” He is excited about the
possibility, even likelihood, of a new 
Denver airport: “We’re in a unique 
geographic position, perfectly situated 
for a major international airport. It 
will be our port to the world. We’re 
very much looking to the world as a 
market.”
Marc D. Flink, ’79
Baker & Hostetler
Marc Flink first heard about the 
CWRU Law School from Professor 
Sidney Picker, who always stopped at 
Middlebury College on his New 
England recruiting trips. “He 
expressed such enthusiasm about 
the school,” says Flink, “that when 1 
decided on law. Case was high on my 
list.” Ohio was a western adventure 
for him: he had grown up in Provi­
dence, Rhode Island.
Flink entered Middlebury intending 
to major in pre-veterinary science 
and left with a degree in biology. He 
arrived at law school with no clear 
notion of what kind of lawyer he 
wanted to be, but with the certainty 
that he would not be a trial lawyer. 
Naturally enough, he is now a trial 
lawyer. “1 didn’t take any of the trial 
advocacy courses, and now 1 regret 
it. I’ve attended some of Professor 
McElhaney’s NITA classes, and 1 can 
see that 1 missed an opportunity.”
In his first summer of law school 
Flink went home to Providence and 
worked in the state attorney gen­
eral’s office, but for his second sum­
mer he interviewed with Cleveland 
law firms. He liked Bjaker & Hostetler 
best. With his impressions confirmed 
by the summer experience he 
accepted Baker’s offer of a perma­
nent job without any further search­
ing. He says he never felt any “strong 
tugs” to go back east.
“1 was interested in labor law,” he 
says, “and 1 had taken labor law 
courses —including Roger Abrams’ 
arbitration course. The firm started 
me out in the labor section. But that
didn’t work out as well as 1 had 
expected and 1 decided, well, 1 really 
wanted to be a litigator. 1 had had 
some exposure to courtroom pro­
ceedings, where 1 had an opportunity 
to argue on my feet and deal with 
clients, and 1 found that 1 enjoyed it. 
It got my juices flowing. When 1 had 
the opportunity to get into that area, 
1 jumped at it.”
As a Johnny-come-lately to litigation, 
Flink felt “out of the mainstream” of 
his class of associates, and he was 
glad when he was offered a chance 
for a move. “The Denver office was 
looking for a young associate with 
an interest in litigation, so 1 came 
out and interviewed and was offered 
the position. 1 came here in Septem­
ber, 1982, and since then I’ve done 
exclusively litigation.”
But it has been varied litigation.
“I’ve done a fair amount of employ­
ment litigation —not the Title Vll 
work so much as employee termina­
tion cases. I’ve had unfair competi­
tion and trade secrets cases, and I’ve 
done some trademark and copyright 
work for some of the local radio 
stations who are clients of the Cleve­
land office. And some construction 
litigation. And I’m handling securi­
ties fraud matters, white-collar crim­
inal work. Anything that someone 
wants to put on my desk I’m game to 
do.”
The Denver office has only thirty or 
so attorneys, and Flink finds that “a 
nice size.” He adds: “I’m in a good 
situation, because 1 spent time in 
Cleveland. 1 know who the people are 
in the home office—what they do, 
whom to call. 1 can readily tap those 
resources. In fact. I’m the only one of 
our attorneys who has spent time 
there.”
The history of Baker’s Denver office 
has to do with the firm’s representa­
tion of Scripps Howard and the fact 
that the Rocky Mountain News is a 
Scripps Howard paper. “Jim Clark— 
our managing partner —had been 
counsel to the Rocky Mountain News 
for years, and it made sense for 
Baker to merge with the Clark firm.” 
Flink estimates that only a small 
part of-the business in Denver is 
referred from the firm’s other four 
offices: “about 85 percent of our 
work is generated here.”
Obviously Marc Flink’s move to Den­
ver has worked out well for him. He 
became a partner in the firm two 
years ago. He likes the Denver legal 
community. “There are some fine law 
firms and attorneys here,” he says. 
“The only problem is that we are 
still suffering from the oil and gas
problems of the mid-80s, and firms 
are not expanding now.” And he 
loves the Denver life. “I’m very out- 
door-oriented. 1 like hiking, skiing, 
fly-fishing. And I’m an avid cyclist.”
Any sensibie cyclist would ride east 
from Denver, but not Flink. “1 head 
west,” he says. “1 like climbing.” He 
goes on: “I’m an ultramarathon 
cyclist. 1 just finished a 600-mile ride 
in 46 hours and 10 minutes. It was a 
qualifying race for the Race Across 
America, but 1 did not qualify. That 
was a relief to everybody.”
J. Patrick 
Madigan III, ’83
Hall & Evans
Pat Madigan says he chose the CWRU 
Law School because after Notre 
Dame he thought he had had enough 
of Catholic education. His parents 
were happy with his choice because 
both were Western Reserve gradu­
ates and loyalists; as a student, his 
father had lived a stone’s throw from 
Gund Hall at the corner of Ford and 
Hessler. And “Uncle Ted” —family 
friend Theodore W. Jones, ’51—like­
wise approved.
Thanks to his father’s acquaintance 
with the Presti family, Pat had his 
lodgings above Presti’s Bakery in the 
Murray Hill neighborhood. Lunch and 
dinner were no less convenient than 
breakfast. “1 bartended my way 
through law school,” he told In Brief, 
“working in a VIP lounge at the Holi­
day Inn across from the racetrack. I’d 
eat when 1 got there at three-thirty, 
and again when I got off at midnight. 
In between 1 could usually study; 
sometimes I had just four or five 
customers.”
Madigan had always been “kind of 
entrepreneurial”: “When 1 was a kid,
I cut stained glass and sold it. I’ve 
always had a little business of one 
kind or another. So I thought I’d be a 
business lawyer. I took every tax 
course that was offered, and every
finance-oriented course that I 
could—debtor-creditor, business 
associations, things like that. I knew 
I’d be a corporate lawyer. I did take 
one clinic course, though I never 
thought I’d be a litigator.” Pause. 
“Little did I know that once 1 got out 
of school, litigation was what I’d end 
up doing.”
In his second law school summer 
Madigan clerked for Hall & Evans. “I 
thought it would be nice to get out 
of Cleveland, and I had liked it here 
when I came out skiing.” He was 
offered a permanent position but 
instead went with Monroe & Lemann 
in New Orleans. “My parents had 
moved to New Orleans,” he says,
“and when I visited I spoke with a 
lawyer they knew there, Andy 
Carter. For whatever reason, I 
decided to go south.”
The firm represented such clients as 
the Whitney National Bank, the Och- 
sner Clinic, Middle South Utilities, 
and the Louisiana Power and Light 
Company. Madigan worked on finan­
cial agreements for the bank—“doing 
the paper work for deals, being sure 
tbe bank was covered, then patching 
up blown-up deals, and trying to 
collect large sums that weren’t paid 
when loans were defaulted on. I rep­
resented the hospital in some collec­
tion work and contract disputes. As 
time went on I became more and 
more involved in representing the 
public utility—we did wire-contact 
cases, electrocution cases. As I 
matured (I guess), I started doing 
some large contract disputes and 
some RICO actions involving tbe 
construction of a nuclear power 
plant. And I wound up doing large 
commercial litigation, which I 
enjoyed.”
Things went well for about four 
years. Then, says Madigan, “Mr. 
Carter died and the politics of the 
firm began changing. I wasn’t terri­
bly happy with New Orleans, and my 
wife was less happy than I was. So I 
called up Hall & Evans and asked 
could I come for an interview. I 
looked at other firms too, but I 
really liked Hall & Evans. I started 
here in August, 1987. It’s a big firm — 
over a hundred lawyers—but it’s not 
a big-law-firm machine. It’s about 70/ 
30 litigation and commercial. Gener­
ally we’re defense-oriented, though 
we do some plaintiffs’ work when 
clients need it. We specialize in air­
plane crash litigation—we defended 
the Continental Airlines crash in 
November 1987. And we do employ­
ment-oriented work, personal injury 
stuff, premises liability, products 
liability. We are a full-service firm.”
As for his own practice, Madigan 
says, “I’m doing a lot of civil rights 
right now. There were a couple of 
cases when I first came here that 
had some financial issues involved, 
and I just kept on doing it and learn­
ing the constitutional issues. I took 
the First Amendment class with Mel 
Durchslag, and I liked the class, but I 
never thought I’d be doing that. I do 
a lot of employment discrimination — 
race, sex, age, mostly Title VII 
cases.”
Madigan has never had any trouble 
selling himself. “I came in here with 
a lot of varied experience. I wasn’t 
really specialized, and that has both 
a positive and a negative side. 
Nobody looks at you as a fountain of 
wisdom in any particular area, but 
on the other hand I’m adaptable.”
His B.B.A. in accounting has also 
been useful, he says, “I’ve always 
had something else, besides a law 
degree, to take to a job. The 
accounting degree has helped me get 
employment, and it has helped made 
me popular. People in the firm ask 
for my advice: ‘Gee, what does a 
balance sheet really mean?”’
Raymond M. Malone, ’82
Sherman & Howard
Patricia Botsko 
Malone, ’84
Texaco, Inc.
Ray and Trish Malone met at the 
CWRU Law School —“probably on the 
bridge,” Ray thinks —and were mar­
ried a year after Ray graduated. Both 
were Ohioans. Ray grew up in Cleve­
land, went to Miami University for a 
degree in accounting, and —though 
he considered Georgetown as well as 
Ohio State —chose CWRU because he 
“really wanted to stay in the Mid­
west.” Trish, who went to Bryn Mawr 
College, found the East Coast “a bit 
of a culture shock” after an upbring­
ing in Youngstown and “wanted to go 
home to what I was used to.”
Ray says he knew by the time he was 
twelve or thirteen that he would be 
a tax lawyer. “My friends wanted to 
be firemen and policemen. I wanted 
to be a tax lawyer.” Trish’s path to 
law was less direct. As a psychology 
major she wrote an undergraduate 
thesis having to do with juvenile 
delinquency and corrections and 
decided “you could get more done 
inside the system, as a lawyer, than 
outside, as a psychologist or social 
worker.” She adds: “I haven’t done 
anything with juvenile delinquency 
since.”
While Ray took every tax course he 
could find and made Trish take more 
than she wanted to, Trish developed 
a passion for trial advocacy. “1 swear 
by Jim McElhaney,” she says. “To this 
day, 1 still go back to his notebook—1 
mean the same one 1 used in law 
school, with all my notes and high­
lights.” She worked part time and 
summers in the county prosecutor’s 
office and after graduation clerked 
with Judge John Patton of the Ohio 
Court of Appeals.
Ray worked as a student for (then) 
Ernst & Whinney—“1 became a CPA 
in law school” —but clerked in his 
second summer for Baker & Hos­
tetler and took a job there after 
graduation. He was not the first in 
that particular track: “Both Ed Ptas- 
zek [’78] and Hewitt Shaw [’80] had 
done the same thing 1 did —work for 
E&W for a while, then go with 
Baker.”
After three years in practice Ray had 
a telephone call from his undergrad­
uate roommate, who had recently 
become chief financial officer of 
Guerdon Industries, a big ($100- 
million) home building company 
based in Denver. Would Ray be inter­
ested in being the company’s general 
counsel. Ray said no. “Then Doug 
sent me a plane ticket,” says Ray, 
“and 1 came out just for the hell of 
it. Then Trish and 1 flew out and met 
the owner of the company at his 
home in Los Angeles. And even 
though 1 was sorry to leave Baker 
and all my friends, 1 decided this was 
an opportunity 1 couldn’t pass up.”
Ray’s new job jirpyed to be “a heck 
of a lot of fun for three years.” At 
first, says Ray, “the new owner of the 
company was a pretty hands-on kind 
of guy, and my duties were confined 
to the typical general counsel role. 
But after about a year and a half he 
gave Doug and me more and more 
responsibility. Finally we were func­
tioning as if 1 was the CEO and Doug 
the chief operating officer. That was
fun —two guys thirty years old run­
ning this big company. There were 
things to do everywhere. We had 
seventeen factories coast to coast. 1 
traveled a lot, and 1 learned a lot of 
different things.”
Meanwhile Trish was a litigation 
associate with Rothgerber, Appel, 
Powers & Johnson, a regional firm of 
some 40 attorneys when she joined 
and 70 by the time she left in 1988.
“1 secured the job before leaving 
Cleveland,” she says, “and I’m happy 
to say that 1 had help from other 
alumni.” But while Ray was having a 
barrel of fun in his job, Trish had 
mixed feelings about hers. “1 didn’t 
really like the big-firm attitude.”
Trish says: “1 always can blame Ray. 
When we moved here, Ray talked me 
into something 1 didn’t really want to 
do. He said, ‘Try the big firm. You’ll 
make a lot of money, and you can 
always go down the ladder.’ So 1 tried 
it, and 1 did make a good salary, but 
when 1 wasn’t happy 1 didn’t really 
care about the money. When 1 
worked for the county prosecutor, 
and when 1 clerked for my judge, 1 
loved what 1 was doing.” In the fall of 
1988 Trish left the firm for the Den­
ver office of the Federal Trade 
Commission.
Ray changed jobs at about the same 
time, when the owner of Guerdon 
Industries, tired of commuting; 
decided to move the company head­
quarters to Los Angeles. Ray’s firm, 
Sherman & Howard, ^s one of four in 
Denver that, with nearly two hun­
dred lawyers apiece, take turns 
being the biggest in the Rocky Moun­
tain region. S&H is one of the oldest, 
founded in 1892. “We like to say that 
we are the oldest continuous law 
firm in the Rocky Mountains.”
Here Trish interjects: “Sherman & 
Howard is nothing like what you 
would expect a two-hundred-person 
hundred-year-old firm to be. There’s
no attitude of stuffiness at all. These 
people can come in to work in jeans 
and string ties and plaid shirts if 
they feel like it. It’s wonderful, it’s so 
relaxed and laid back.” To which In 
Brief can add this first-hand observa­
tion: It is a place where beer, wine, 
and pop are set out in a corner 
lounge at the end of the day and a 
fair number of the firm’s attorneys 
wander in to socialize.
On the other hand, says Ray, the 
firm has a typical big-firm full-ser­
vice practice. “We don’t have the 
mergers and acquisitions work of a 
New York firm, but we have more of 
the natural resource practice, ripar­
ian rights —things indigenous to this 
part of the country.” Ray’s own prac­
tice is “employee benefit work, 
which is kind of half-tax, half-labor. 
It’s what 1 was doing in Cleveland, 
when 1 worked with Rick Bamberger 
[’72]—the person 1 miss most at 
Baker. You know, Rick interviewed 
me at Case and persuaded me to go 
to Baker. For three years 1 worked 
directly for him, and then he gave 
me a glowing recommendation when 
1 came here.”
At the time of In Briefs visit Trish 
was deep in consumer protection 
activity at the FTC, but in the fall 
she joined the legal staff of Texaco’s 
Western Division. “We have responsi­
bility for Texaco’s legal affairs in 28 
states,” she informed us. Those 28 
include Ohio: “My Ohio Bar license 
may yet come in handy in 
Colorado.”
Trish could claim zero experience in 
oil and gas law, but, she says, Texaco 
was looking for a litigator and “my 
confidence in my litigation skills 
must have come through.” And 
indeed she has found that Texaco’s 
legal work is not all oil and gas: she 
also handles real estate, contracts, 
personal injury, and other matters. 
And she thinks she has found just 
what she wanted: “A good salary and 
the work and environment 1 enjoy.”
When In Brief asked Ray and Trish 
about the effects of economic trou­
bles on Denver law practice, Ray said 
his firm’s business had been rela­
tively stable. “When one thing is 
down, something else is up. My prac­
tice is stable, or even getting better. 
There are far fewer benefits consult­
ants in this area than in Cleveland, 
for instance, but almost as much 
business. There are only a dozen of 
us in Denver, or maybe fifteen, and 
four at this firm. We have some six 
hundred clients, and I’d say we have 
twenty-five percent of the work in 
the Rocky Mountain region.” Adds 
Trish: “So it’s easy to do very sexy 
work here.”
Thinking Ecologically: 
Step One for Lawyers
©by Joseph L. Sax
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M
odern environmental goals have generated pressure 
for a fundamental and transformative change in the 
use of natural resources. The consequences for the 
law are far-reaching, yet they have hardly been remarked. 
What is happening is simply this: We are demanding more 
and more that natural systems should be permitted to 
function, and that the use of natural resources should be 
modified to allow that functioning to take place. The impli­
cations of this change in the public agenda are putting 
property law into a spin.
If you pause to think about it for a moment, you will see 
that an essential goal of property law as we have known it 
has been to permit—indeed to encourage—the cutting off 
of natural systems so that they cease to operate. Yet a 
central purpose of modern environmental law is precisely 
to protect the functioning of natural systems. Our legal 
system is at war with itself.
A few familiar and specific examples will make my point 
clear. There is no more perfect symbol of land law than the 
fence; we divide the land into tracts as we wish and endow 
each owner with the right to fence his or her own tract. A 
primary purpose of this arrangement on open land is to 
make the land suitable for domestic livestock such as cat­
tle. And to make the land unavailable to wildlife. Tbe 
essence of the property system is to substitute a livestock 
economy for a wildlife economy, to destroy tbe natural 
system that consists of wildlife habitat. The deer or the 
bear becomes an intruder, a marauder, where it was previ­
ously a denizen. Programs for the destruction of predators, 
part and parcel of this traditional system of land transfor­
mation, have helped to complete the decline of the natural 
system.'
The essence of the property system 
is to . . . destroy the natural 
system.
Wetlands are another familiar example. In the traditional 
legal system land was land, wetlands included. Like all 
other lands, they were valued primarily for their develop­
mental potential. And because they had to be filled before 
being built on, they were traditionally among the lands of 
lowest value. Indeed in 1850 the federal government gave 
them away to the states as “swamplands” because it did 
not want to be burdened with their reclamation. The wet­
lands that we value today as priceless treasures of biologi­
cal productivity were the fetid, insect-infested wastelands 
of the mid-nineteenth century.
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In any event, in treating them as lands to be filled the legal 
system assured that the biological system of which they 
were an element would be destroyed. Of course the legal 
system did not actively aim to destroy that natural system; 
indeed, it never perceived of wetlands as part of a biologi­
cal system. As 1 noted above, wetlands were just so many 
acres of land. Once we changed that perception, and began 
to see them as crucial parts of an aquatic system rather 
than as isolated pieces of land, the legal system was 
thrown into turmoil. If all one owns is wetland, and if wet­
land must be kept as it is for its biological productivity, 
wbat is to be said of the rights of owners to make some 
productive (to them) uses of their property? There is no 
good legal answer to this question since the basic presup­
positions of a property law that sees only individual and 
isolated tracts, and of an ecological perspective that sees 
functioning systems, are fundamentally different.^
A third example is now causing consternation in the west­
ern states. Perhaps the only distinctive contribution of the 
American West to jurisprudence has been the creation of 
the appropriative system of water rights. Designed primar­
ily to maximize the opportunities for irrigation and mining, 
the law permitted a property right to be acquired to divert 
water out of rivers for application to land. The result was 
that rivers could be—and often were—entirely dried up 
since the entire flow was appropriated. The law was 
designed to encourage the destruction of rivers as natural 
systems; and it was, at least in this respect, a roaring suc­
cess. Moreover, it was not possible to acquire a right to 
keep water flowing in the river even if (which was not often 
the case) one wished to do so. Simply letting the natural 
system function was not considered a “beneficial” use, and 
beneficiality was an element of an appropriative right.
Today, of course, rivers as natural systems are highly val­
ued, and considerable efforts are being made to restore 
those that have been severely depleted by appropriations. 
Needless to say, the appropriators who are being pressed to 
leave or release waters are up in arms.’ Our property rights 
are being taken away, they say. What property right? Why, 
the right to destroy the river as a functioning natural 
system.
My point is not that such property claims are unreasonable, 
viewed from a conventional legal perspective. On the con­
trary: they are the logical imperatives of that system. It is 
precisely for this reason that our contemporary concern 
with protecting the functioning of natural systems finds 
itself up against a legal regime with which it is almost 
entirely non-congruent. A nice example of incongruity 
appeared in a recent Los Angeles Times story. A landowner 
named Graham stirred up a good deal of controversy when 
he proposed to build houses on his property, cutting down 
a stand of pine trees where eagles roosted. “I like 
eagles ... I like pigeons,” Mr. Graham was quoted as saying, 
“but I personally don’t think I am responsible for the pro­
tection of the eagles.” There is a word for those eagles in 
the traditional property world—trespassers.
Of course not every uprooting of a natural system is or was 
an undesirable thing. I would not suggest for a moment that 
the clearing of forest land for farming, and indeed the sub­
stitution of an agricultural for a hunting and gathering 
economy, was a bad thing. I suspect most people today 
would say that a balance is to be desired. Some natural 
systems have been transformed for the good, for farms and 
for cities—for London and Rome at least, if not for New 
York and Los Angeles. And no doubt most people today 
would say that some natural systems should be protected: 
the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon, the habitat 
of the eagle and the grizzly bear in the northern Rockies, 
and the Yosemite backcountry, to name just a few. So we 
have begun, most of us at least, to think ecologically, to 
think of natural systems as systems and, as such, as having 
value.
One might have thought that whatever had been the case 
in other places'and situations, our great natural areas— 
places like the Yellowstone ecosystem, for example—would 
surely have been treated as operating natural systems from 
the very beginning. But that has not been at all the case. 
Even Yellowstone National Park was set aside as a tract of 
land with fixed boundaries, just like any other acreage in 
the country. What went on inside those boundaries was 
governed by national park laws, and what went on just 
across the boundary lines was (and is) governed by what­
ever laws happened to apply to those lands. If neighboring 
lands were privately owned, private owners could use them 
as ranch lands. If they were national forest lands, they 
could be used for commercial timber harvesting, or for oil 
and gas development. Towns could and did develop right 
across the border.
This perhaps seems perfectly normal and indeed inevitable 
to most of us. We think in traditional legal concepts, of 
tracts and boundaries and governance by trespass and 
nuisance rules. It is not easy to picture an alternative. Even 
if we can somehow conceive that a different sort of prop­
erty law should emerge from thinking ecologically, the 
content of such a legal regime is difficult to conjure up.
We think in traditional legal 
concepts. ... It is not easy to 
picture an alternative.
Yet the traditional rules do not fit if we want natural sys­
tems—such as the wildlife of Yellowstone, or its thermal 
features—to continue to function as natural systems. Even 
a place as vast as Yellowstone, with its two million acres, is 
not a “complete” ecosystem, in the sense of including all 
Influences on it within its boundaries. There really is no 
such thing as a limited ecosystem, as even a moment’s 
thought about the influences of global air pollution and the 
threat of global warming makes clear. Indeed, the very idea 
of thinking ecologically is based on thinking about connec­
tions and about an endless web of relationships. So simply 
making parks bigger, or trying to set apart in isolation 
those things we want as natural places (such as a “wild and 
scenic” river) will not do. The devilish essence of the prob­
lem is that we cannot have the natural systems we want in 
isolation from all the other things—such as farms and 
factories, cities and mining and forestry—that we also want 
and need.
The devilish essence of the 
problem is that we cannot have the 
natural systems we want in 
isolation from all the other 
things . . . that we also want and 
need.
So, in a place like Yellowstone, park animals will come 
down and cross the border. In a harsh winter they will 
come dowh looking for food. While they are in the park 
they are protected animals, but the moment they cross the 
border they are a threat to ranchers, competitors to cattle 
and destroyers of fences, and they are huntable prey. The 
standard legal system which creates enclaves and sets 
borders is what produces the pictures you have seen in the 
newspapers of bison walking across Yellowstone’s northern 
border, where just across that border hunters are standing 
waiting to exterminate them.
Why did these problems not arise years ago? Even in places 
like Yellowstone the goal of maintaining and restoring func­
tioning natural systems is a new one. The old Yellowstone 
was an enclave, a fixed place set apart with spectacular 
features and wildlife within it. It was very much a “man­
aged” place, managed to meet defined goals. While it was 
not open to development for housing or mining like most 
other land, the philosophy on which it was managed (that it 
should produce certain desired recreational benefits) was 
hardly more in conflict with the conventional legal system 
than was that on which a tract of land was managed to 
produce office space or board feet of lumber. Oddly 
enough, natural systems were cut off in old Yellowstone just 
as they were in land slated for development. Fires were not 
allowed to burn freely on the grasslands and groves of the 
northern range. Predators such as wolves, cougars, and 
coyotes were hunted and exterminated. Plot springs were 
channeled from their natural courses into swimming pools. 
Black bears and grizzly bears were fed, and elk and bison 
populations were pruned. Yellowstone remained nonetheless 
a place still dominated by natural processes largely 
because it had to be mostly left alone—because it was 
isolated from outside pressures and because some parts of 
it were simply technologically unmanageable. (For example, 
fires in some parts of the park were left to burn naturally 
because they could not be controlled before the advent of 
modern airborne firefighting techniques.)
Perhaps the most dramatic contemporary example of the 
tension 1 have been describing was the burning of Yellow­
stone in the summer of 1988. To most of us a fire is a trag­
edy, something to be avoided if possible and to be fought 
vigorously where avoidance is not possible. But fire is also 
part of a natural system, like a biologically productive 
wetland or a predator-prey relationship in a wildlife habitat. 
Fire is as much a part of a natural system’s functioning, and 
as much a fundamental formative element in Yellowstone, 
as the rivers or the elk or the snows of a Wyoming winter. 
So it should not have been surprising that park managers 
dealt with the fire as a “normal” event in a place managed 
as a natural system."*
At the same time it was not surprising that a policy that 
significantly permitted the natural fire system to function 
was widely viewed with alarm and incomprehension. The 
traditional practice, and the traditional legal structure, 
anticipates that the natural system of fire will be cut off.
For many Americans the Yellowstone fires were a first and 
shocking introduction to the developing change in attitudes 
about the use of our natural resources that I described in 
my opening remarks. For most of us it is not easy to come 
to terms with the notion that some external damage may 
be worth sustaining to maintain natural systems; or that 
fire in a place managed as a wilderness is not “damage,” 
but only another event, like a cold winter or a drought.
What is the practical import of the changes I have been 
describing, not only for pristine areas like the Yellowstone 
ecosystem, but more generally in places like Lake Erie or 
San Francisco Bay—places where natural functions, such as 
the restoration of indigenous fisheries, are also increasingly 
sought.
The changes on the horizon are not difficult to foresee. 
Traditionally every acre of land was the same, and had the 
same rights attached to it, regardless of its location or its 
role in an ecosystem. That perspective will no longer pre­
vail. Its place will be taken by an ecosystem perspective 
which sees each tract of land as a distinctive part of a 
functioning system, and as having only such private rights 
of use as are compatible with the desired level of function­
ing of that system. (I emphasize again that this does not at 
all suggest a future in which the world generally is to be
returned to a primitive state of nature.) Rather, the fact 
that a tract is a coastal wetland, and part of such a system, 
will constrain its developmental possibilities, just as will 
the fact that a tract is steep land vulnerable to avalanche or 
mudslides. The fact that land—though valuable for timber 
harvesting or homesite development—is critical habitat for 
an endangered species will also limit and direct its develop­
ment. And the fact that land is located within a place like 
the Yellowstone ecosystem, with its very high value as 
wildlife habitat, as well as its capacity for management as a 
pristine wild area, will constrain the level and type of 
nearby development and will impose on owners the need 
for greater tolerance of the impact of natural events.
That is the essence of ecosystem thinking about land. It is 
in one sense fundamentally different from the view that “an 
acre is an acre” with all the rights and privileges of any 
other acre. It will put considerable constraints on land- 
owners that were not present in the past. And it will 
impose upon owners affirmative obligations for protecting 
the natural system of which their land is a part, and not 
just the traditional “negative” obligation to mind one’s own 
business.
Owners will come to see 
themselves not merely as 
proprietors but as part of an 
ecological community.
All this is change of a philosophically fundamental sort. It 
is conceptually new. Yet it is in one sense already a part of 
our operative law. We already limit wetland development, 
and we are beginning to control timber harvesting to pro­
tect endangered species habitat (as in the recent publicity 
over the spotted owl habitat in Pacific Northwest forests). 
We limit development on fragile land, such as steep slopes, 
flood-prone areas, and earthquake zones. So in practice we 
are already taking account of the ecosystem to a significant 
extent. Indeed, it has been true for a long time that one can 
do many things with land in Wyoming that are simply not 
permitted in New York or Chicago. To appreciate that is to 
appreciate ecological thinking about land. And from there it 
is not such a large step to see that Wyoming land in the 
Yellowstone ecosystem is not the same as other Wyoming 
land.
The new way of thinking will require of owners who want to 
live in sensitive natural places that they find compatible 
uses for their land. Such owners will come to see them­
selves not merely as proprietors but as part of an ecologi­
cal community, bearing certain responsibilities to the 
maintenance of that community. The raison d’etre of such a 
community will not simply be maximizing jobs or gross 
economic product or commercial fisheries, but rather maxi­
mizing the well-being of a species, like the grizzly bear, or 
some nongame fishery.
Though all this may seem a new and heavy burden on 
owners, it is worth recalling that some very special benefits 
usually run to people who live and work in places with 
outstanding natural features, like a coastal edge or a Yel­
lowstone ecosystem. Landowners who want those benefits 
have to ask what the system—if it is to maintain those 
benefits—requires of them as neighbors. That is the 
essence of the new perception: neighbors with special 
responsibilities to each other depending on the nature of
the system in which they live, with property rights and 
responsibilities attuned to the nature of the resource sys­
tem. Yellowstone is a particularly demanding neighbor. Less 
would be demanded of someone in an ordinary floodplain 
or an estuary, but still something would be demanded con­
sistent with the maintenance of those resources as func­
tioning natural systems.
The key question is not what 
additional acreage the government 
should own, but what rules should 
govern all acreage.
Perhaps the most common reaction to the sort of observa­
tions 1 have been making is to ask why the public should 
not buy the resources it needs or wants to protect natural 
values, rather than imposing new duties upon private own­
ers. 1 submit to you that acquisition is not the solution. My 
reasons for rejecting it are not the usual ones, however. It is 
not that the cost would be too great by some measure; nor 
that 1 would define the responsibilities 1 urge as “regula­
tion" rather than unconstitutional takings. My reason is a 
more sweeping one. It is that all land is part of some nat­
ural system, and all land is going to have to be managed 
differently to comport with the new appreciation of natural 
systems. Those changes will reach—and even now reach— 
down to the level of the herbicide applications made on a 
homeowner’s front lawn. So the key question is not what 
additional acreage the government should own, but what 
rules should govern all acreage. It is a question of how 
ownership and neighborly responsibilities will be recon­
ceived. Moreover, even if the entire country were publicly 
owned, the problem 1 have described would not be solved, 
as the old style of land management at Yellowstone indi­
cates. Even public land can be managed to cut off, rather 
than sustain, natural systems.
In an earlier time, with the growth of modern cities and the 
concomitant noise and tensions of physical proximity, we 
redefined the rules of the game to accommodate the 
demands of the contemporary industrial and urban world. 
The values and rights of the pre-industrial world yielded to 
a new conception of land and its new uses. Now we are 
seeing a parallel transformation in the recognition of the 
importance of maintaining and restoring natural processes.
In a changing world major accommodations are demanded. 
Those who can see the changes coming will be able com­
fortably to adapt. Those who adapt will prevail.
Notes
'For a brief sketch of the traditional system see Sax, “Inching 
Toward a Land Ethic: Wildlife Law in Transition," Boalt Hall Tran­
script (University of California, Berkeley) Spring 1989, at 20.
“Wetlands regulations are now widely sustained, though still 
controversial. They were treated as takings in some early cases. 
Owners (of land adjacent to waters) are obliged to give up the use 
of some of their land because to make use of it would affect fish 
and wildlife in the river. See, e.g., Moskow v. Commissioner, 427 
N.E.2d 750 (Mass., 1981); Graham v. Estuary Properties, Inc., 399 
So.2d 1374 (Fla., 1981), cert, denied sub nom. Taylor v. Graham, 
102 S.Ct. 640(1981).
“Several important California decisions have already sustained the 
state’s authority to require such releases. National Audubon Soci­
ety V. Superior Court of Alpine County, 33 Cal.3d 419, 189 
Cal.Rptr, 346, 658 P,2d 709, cert, denied 464 US.977 (1983); United 
States V. State Water Resources Control Board, 227 Cal.Rptr. 161, 
182 Cal.App.3d 82 (1st Dlst., 1986).
'The existing fire policy was widely misunderstood. It has never 
been policy simply to let fires burn, regardless of consequences. 
Fires are suppressed where life or property is endangered, or the 
fire threatens to burn across property lines. Moreover, only non- 
human-caused fires are permitted to burn under these circum­
stances. So in effect the policy was to permit naturally caused 
fires to burn in publicly owned areas managed for non-economic 
purposes, I.e., national park backcountry and national forest 
wilderness.
Alumni Directory Update
If you have been expecting to receive your 1989 
Law Alumni Directory, you will not have to wait 
much longer. As this is written (late November), we 
are making final adjustments to the listings by 
class year and by state and city, and the book will 
soon be on the printing press. It should be in the 
mail at about the same time as this issue of In 
Brief. We apologize for the delay in publication, and 
we thank you for your patience.
An Important Notice
About Alumni Address Records
The Case Western Reserve University School of Law 
NEVER makes alumni addresses and telephone 
numbers available for general commercial 
purposes.
However, we do share such information with other 
alumni and often with current students, and we 
respond to telephone inquiries whenever the caller 
seems to have a legitimate purpose in locating a 
particular graduate. In general our policy is to be 
open and helpful, because we believe the benefits to 
everyone outweigh the risks.
If you want your own address records to be more 
severely restricted, please put your request in writing 
to the Director of Publications and External Affairs, 
Case Western Reserve University School of Law,
11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
The Week of 
the Federal Judges
On Tuesday, October 24, Justice Antonin Scalia visited the CWRU School of Law as its ninth Sumner Canary Lecturer. In 
addition to a public lecture delivered 
to an overflow crowd in the univer­
sity’s Strosacker Auditorium, he taught 
Professor William Marshall’s Federal 
Courts class and spent an Academy 
hour in an informal discussion session 
with students.
A 24-hour visit by a justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court would have been spec­
tacular enough, but Scalia’s appear­
ance here was the capstone of a week 
that was already special. In coopera­
tion with the Federal Judicial Center, 
the law school was host all that week 
to thirteen exceptionally distinguished 
federal judges who came from all over 
the country to take part in an innova­
tive and even unique program.
The conference was arranged as part 
of the continuing responsibility of the 
Federal Judicial Center to teach and 
train federal judges. It was an experi­
mental program that sought to link 
together the educational needs of 
federal judges and, as described by a 
center representative, “the faculty, 
facilities, and energies of American law 
schools.”
During some of their time on campus 
the judges were students, attending 
special seminars taught by CWRU law 
faculty. These were substantive 
courses—“mind-expanding,” as some 
of the judges described them, rather 
than devoted to the details of court 
operation and administration. For 
example. Professors William Marshall 
and Richard Myers had a session on 
“The Religion Clauses and First 
Amendment Theory,” and Professor 
Rebecca Dresser one on “Biomedical 
Technology and the Right of Privacy.”
The judges had done substantial 
advance reading provided by the fac­
ulty, and by all accounts discussions 
were lively and probing—a challenge 
to both sides of this teacher/student 
relationship. “This was not just 
another educational seminar where 
the judges were passive students, said 
William C. O’Kelley, judge of the U.S. 
District Court for the Northern Dis­
trict of Georgia. We had active two-, 
three-, and four-way interactions going 
on that stimulated a lot of thought.”
On three different afternoons a panel 
of three or four of the visiting judges
During the week of October 22 the law school was host to a U.S. Supreme Court justice and 
13 other members of the federal judiciary.
Seated: R. Lanier Anderson III, Eleventh Circuit; Jerome Farris, Ninth Circuit; Justice Antonin 
Scalia; Martin Feldman, Eastern District, Louisiana; John C. Goldbold, Eleventh Circuit.
Middle row; William C. O'Kelley, Northern District, Georgia; Roger G. Strand, District Court of 
Arizona; John D. Butzner, Jr, Fourth Circuit; William L. Hungate, Eastern District of Missouri; 
Frank A. Kaufman, District Court of Maryland; William W. Schwarzer, Northern District of 
California; Collins J. Seitz, Third Circuit.
Back row; T. F. Gilroy Daly, District Court of Connecticut; David A. Nelson, Sixth Circuit.
presented a discussion in the Moot 
Courtroom on a matter of current 
interest in the operation of the federal 
courts. “The Role of the Appellate 
Opinion: Communicating What to 
Whom?” was Monday’s topic, and 
“Settlement Discussions: The Federal 
Judge as Negotiator” was Wednesday’s. 
Thursday’s was “Managing Complex 
Issues.” The audience included not 
only law faculty and students, but 
local practitioners and judges.
Besides playing the role of student and 
the role of panelist, each of the judges 
was invited to play the role of teacher. 
Students in classes as disparate as 
Criminal Law, Jurisprudence, Profes­
sional Responsibility, and Constitu­
tional Law 11 had the pleasure of a 
federal judge as professor for a day.
Dean Peter Gerhart commented that 
although some of the judges had had 
at least minor misgivings about trying 
their hand at teaching, in the end they 
all enjoyed their classroom experience 
as much as any other component of 
the program. The CWRU students and 
faculty were equally enthusiastic. 
Professor Kevin McMunigal reported to 
In Brief that his Criminal Law class, in 
which Judge T. F. Gilroy Daly (U.S. 
District Court of Connecticut) dis­
cussed the sentencing of white-collar
criminals, ran an extra 40 minutes 
because the students would not stop 
asking questions.
Visiting Professor George Dent turned 
his seminar in Advanced Topics in 
Corporate and Securities Law over to 
Judge Collins Seitz of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals, Third Circuit. Dent com­
mented: “His participation was espe­
cially appropriate because Judge Seitz, 
who has now been a judge for 43 
years, was Delaware chancellor for 
many years before becoming a federal 
judge. As chancellor he wrote many 
important opinions on corporate law, 
including a few that are still contained 
in corporate law casebooks.”
There were other, less formal, aspects 
to the conference. The judges joined 
the faculty for sandwich lunches in the 
Faculty Lounge, on two of those days 
hearing discussions by the faculty of 
work in progress. Professor Michael 
Grossberg presented one of those 
workshops, and Professor Richard 
Booth the other. One night the judges 
and the law faculty dined together; 
another night it was judges and law 
students; and on another evening 
members of the Society of Benchers 
were invited to meet the visitors. On 
Wednesday evening the judges had
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dinner on their own in University 
Circle restaurants and gathered after­
wards in the drawing room of Guilford 
House to discuss Herman Melville’s 
Billy Budd with Professor Robert 
Lawry and others.
The director of the Federal Judicial 
Center (and a participant in the con­
ference), Senior Judge of the Eleventh 
Circuit John C. Godbold, pronounced
the conference “a splendid success." 
He said, “The faculty and students 
greeted us with warmth and courtesy, 
and they challenged all of us.”
For the law faculty and students it was 
a heady experience to mount such an 
ambitious program and to host such 
participants. Looking back on the 
conference when it was all over. Pro­
fessor Jonathan Entin, one of the 
prime movers and organizers.
Admission Notes
by Barbara F. Andelman 
Assistant Dean for Admissions and 
Financiai Aid
The law school’s 1988-89 admissions 
year was one of our best. Applications 
increased by 26 percent over the pre­
vious year. Furthermore, we saw a 
significant increase in the percentage 
of accepted applicants who in turn 
accepted us: we were able to fill the 
first-year class with 50 fewer offers of 
admission. In fact, we more than filled 
it. With 37 percent of our offers of 
admission accepted, we have 239 
entering students—14 more than last 
year.
With more applications and a higher 
holding rate, it is not surprising that 
we have a class of high quality. The 
median LSAT score remains at 36 but 
is creeping closer to 37 than in past 
years. The median grade point average 
stands at 3.26. The credentials of our 
Merit Scholars continue to rise: their 
median LSAT score is 42, and their 
GPA 3.65.
That admissions season ended on 
August 24 when the class of 1992 
arrived for orientation. It is a class 
more diverse than ever. Well over half 
(57 percent) took at least one year off 
between college and law school. (The 
longest break was 45 years!) Women 
are 41 percent, and minorities 8 per­
cent. The first-years come from 28 
states and 120 undergraduate institu­
tions, and among them they have 27 
post-baccalaureate degrees. They 
include: physicians, engineers, teach­
ers, nurses, social workers, artists, 
journalists, chemists, economists, 
musicians, military officers, psycholo­
gists, accountants, photographers, a 
pharmacist, a geologist, a TV news 
anchor, and a bookbinder.
Our 1989-90 admissions season is now 
well under way. This year we are giv­
ing extra effort to recruitment at out­
standing colleges from which we hope 
to increase our applications. Another 
special emphasis is recruitment of 
minority students. We participated for 
the first time in the Annual Law 
School Recruitment Fair for Minority 
Students at Chicago State University, 
and we went to law school forums 
sponsored the Puerto Rican Legal 
Defense and Education Fund and by 
Howard, Lincoln, Tuskegee, and Hamp­
ton universities.
Each year we have had one of our new 
graduates working as a recruiter dur­
ing our busy fall months. This year I 
was fortunate in hiring Kimberly Miles, 
’89. Kimberly distinguished herself 
here as a student leader, serving as 
coordinator of the Midwest Minority 
Recruitment Conference and as Mid­
west regional director of the national 
Black Law Students Association. She 
took part in the Dunmore Moot Court 
Competition, was active in the Student 
Bar Association, and served on the 
Advisory Board of the African Ameri­
can Museum of Cleveland. We have in 
her a personable and very enthusiastic 
representative, and with her help we 
can recruit minority students ffom 
more schools and from a wider geo­
graphic area. I think that the result 
will be increased minority applications 
over the next few yeirs.
By the end of this recruitment season 
we will have attended more than 70 
different law school fairs throughout 
the country, from California to Maine 
to Elorida. We could not possibly 
undertake such a nationwide effort 
without help from others. We have had 
help from alumni and students: Tim 
Downing, ’88; Jeremy Sheppe, ’89; 
Katharine Mull, ’88; Dinorah Manon,
expressed delight that it had gone so 
well and conveyed a sense of having 
been among giants. “Collins Seitz is a 
towering figure,” he said, “and John 
Butzner and John Godbold, in Virginia 
and Alabama, had a major part in the 
history of civil rights. Having people 
like that here in our law school for a 
week was a privilege.”
-K.E.T.
Kimberly Miles, ’89, admissions recruiter.
’90; Russell Brown, ’90; Amy Jardine, 
’91; and Marsha Montgomery, ’91. And 
we have had help from our faculty:
Dan Clancy, Jon Entin, Laura Chisolm, 
Mary Kay Kantz, and Sidney Picker.
Applications for the 1990 entering 
class are already pouring in. We antic­
ipate another banner year in terms of 
volume of applications and quality of 
the applicant pool. Early in January we 
will begin to make offers of admission. 
At that point you can help. We are 
always looking for alumni who are 
willing to talk with admitted appli­
cants and share information about the 
law school. If you can spare just a 
little time to help as an admissions 
counselor,' please let us hear from you. 
You can telephone the admissions 
office at 216/368-3600 or mail in the 
form from page 47 of this magazine.
Professor Hugh Ross Retires
H
ugh Alan Ross, who joined the 
law faculty in 1954, is retiring 
and, by action of the Board of 
Trustees, assumes the title of Profes­
sor Emeritus as of January 1, 1990.
The law school held a dinner in his 
honor in November. Colleagues, family, 
friends, and former students gathered 
at the Union Club under the sponsor­
ship of Ross’s longtime friend Proctor 
Jones, ’48. The program included trib­
utes from Dean Peter Gerhart, Profes­
sor Emeritus Oliver Schroeder, William 
Falsgraf, ’58, and Wilbur Leatherberry, 
’68, who had the dual role of former 
student and junior colleague.
Jones also spoke about Hugh Ross, 
who had represented him years before 
in legal battles over the trust fund 
established by Jones’s grandfather, 
Proctor Patterson. Jones announced 
his intention of establishing a Hugh 
Ross/Proctor Jones Fund at the law 
school. Contributions honoring Hugh 
Ross were also received from a num­
ber of colleagues and friends.
Born in 1924, Hugh Ross earned B.S. 
and LL.B. degrees at the University of 
Wisconsin (1947, 1950). For three 
years, then, he practiced law in Madi­
son with the firm of Spohn, Ross 
[Hugh’s father], Stevens & Lamb and 
did some teaching at tbe Wisconsin 
law school. He went on to the Univer­
sity of Michigan for two more 
degrees—the LL.M. in 1954 and the 
S.J.D. in 1959.
Ross came to Western Reserve Univer­
sity as an assistant professor, rising to 
associate professor in 1957 and full 
professor in 1961. He also served as 
the university’s legal counsel, 1959 to 
1967, and as the law school’s associate 
dean for academic affairs, 1978 to 
1983. He has done more than the usual 
share of university service, with fif­
teen years (1974 to 1989) as secretary 
of the law faculty and membership, at 
various times, on five different com­
mittees of the university’s Faculty 
Senate. He also served a term as pres­
ident of the CWRU chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Professors, and two terms as president 
of the League of Ohio Law Schools.
With Victor Victoroff as co-author he 
published a book in 1969, Hospitalizing 
the Mentally III in Ohio. His list of pub­
lications also includes journal articles 
and book chapters on family law, cor­
porations, and the legal aspects of
Hugh Ross and Proctor Jones, '48, at the November dinner honoring Ross on his retirement. 
Jones has announced that he will establish a Hugh Ross/Proctor Jones Fund at the law school.
mental illness. Other writings have 
resulted from his work as a hearing 
examiner for the Ohio Civil Rights 
Commission and as director of a proj­
ect for the National Council on Aging 
on protective services for the elderly.
Students in recent years probably 
think of Ross as the teacher of Family 
Law, but he has taught many other 
courses, among them Contracts, Work­
ers’ Compensation, and Business Asso­
ciations. Some may be surprised to 
learn that he established the school’s 
first course in Law and Psychiatry.
Following his retirement on January 1, 
Ross intends to spend a few months in 
Madison, Wisconsin, visiting with his 
father and resuming work on a 
research project begun in 1952 but 
never completed. He expects that to 
result in an article on the making of 
the Wisconsin state constitution.
Then, he says, he intends to return to 
Cleveland, liquidate his real property 
and his beloved but now too-little- 
used racing sailboat, and decide 
whether to take up apartment living in 
Cleveland or in his old hometown of 
Madison. He intends to keep on with 
research and writing, and he doesn’t 
rule out some future part-time teach­
ing. Don’t be surprised if bis name 
turns up on some future list of CWRU 
adjunct law faculty.
Some Tributes
Tbe decade of the 1950s was one of 
change at our law school. A new crop 
of teachers became associated with 
our faculty. Some taught just a few 
years before moving on. Others 
remained to make sustained contribu­
tions to legal education. Fortunately 
Hugh Ross was among the latter!
Fresh from his doctoral study at the 
University of Michigan, Hugh joined 
our faculty in 1954, replacing Franklin 
C. Latcham, who returned to California 
to enter private practice. While Hugh 
assumed Latcham’s business corpora­
tions course, he expanded his teaching 
and research in the family law area.
Early in his career, the ABA asked 
Hugh to undertake a national research 
project concerning laws affecting the 
mentally ill. With a leave of absence 
Ross devoted his solid talents to this 
project, producing a seminal study 
that became tbe basis for massive 
changes in the law for the mentally 
disabled throughout the entire nation.
As our university counsel Hugh spent 
a number of years in active practice 
counseling the president and univer­
sity officers. He became a recognized 
authority on laws affecting institutions
of higher education. As faithful secre­
tary for the law faculty he has been 
busy for the past decade and more in 
the intricate recording of the some­
times confusing machinations of our 
faculty’s enthusiastic members.
Most of all, Hugh Ross’s personality- 
dedicated, concerned, pleasant, with a 
touch of good humor—marks him as a 
most enjoyable colleague and friend to 
both law students and law teachers. 
Happily his role as an adjunct profes­
sor will keep him on board at Gund 
Hall when he is not on board his 
yacht. Fire Fly 11, racing around the 
Lake Erie islands or sailing in Geor­
gian Bay.
Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr.
Albert J. Weatherhead and 
Richard W. Weatherhead 
Professor Emeritus
1 am a colleague who was one of 
Hugh’s students. 1 will not embarrass 
him or myself by mentioning the year.
1 will say that the course was his 
favorite. Family Law. 1 will further 
admit that it was before the Marvin v. 
Marvin case made palimony popular.
In fact, it was before no-fault divorce, 
and recrimination was still a valid 
defense in a divorce case.
Family Law as Hugh taught it turned 
out to be a course that integrated 
several areas of law in addition to 
dealing with its own unique issues. 
Hugh led us through complex issues of 
jurisdiction, conflicts of law, tax, and 
other matters that we never antici­
pated. 1 remernbet thinking that these 
issues were interesting but probably 
not important in practice.
After graduation 1 went to work for the 
Legal Aid Society. There 1 discovered 
that family law practice was a mixture 
of tedious routine, highly emotional 
clients, and—surprisingly—often 
extremely challenging legal issues.
Because of Hugh, 1 was as well pre­
pared for the legal issues as 1 could 
have been. Of course, what Hugh 
taught me about the law of bastardy 
did not prepare me for my first Legal 
Aid interview. The client was a preg­
nant 16-year-old girl who arrived with 
her mother and wanted to file a pater­
nity suit.
What was Hugh like in the classroom? 
He assumed student participation and 
taught on a high level. He was not 
content with going over the assigned 
materials but insisted on extending 
and expanding them. Those who had 
not read the materials had extreme 
difficulty following the discussion. 1 
speak from experience—but not too 
much. He was willing, and well pre­
pared, to deal with the most subtle, 
sophisticated questions we could 
throw at him. Here 1 speak as one who 
watched Hugh respond to Gerry Chatt- 
man’s questions.
Hugh has the eclectic interests of an 
academic, but he has always believed 
that his job was to prepare lawyers to 
practice law. In my Family Law class, 
he had us write substantial memos of 
the sort a practitioner would prepare 
in a difficult case. He supported the 
clinical program from its inception. He 
has served for many years as a judge 
in our Client Counseling Competition 
and has assisted in the preparation of 
problems and materials in years when 
the topic related to family law. This 
year he is working with the clinicians 
on an innovative program that ties 
together the Family Law class and a 
clinical experience in family law.
There are other sides to Hugh that 1 
know little about. 1 know that he is a 
sailor. 1 have heard that he sang in the 
Dry Rot Review at his yacht club a few 
years ago. He may have a bit more 
time for sailing, singing, and other 
pursuits now.
Enjoy those activities, Hugh, but don’t 
neglect us. You join Ollie Schroeder in 
the elder statesman category. We 
value your experience, your continuing 
work, and your friendship.
%
Wilbur C. Leatherberry ’68
Professor
When Bill Leatherberry asked me for 
comments about Hugh Ross, 1 
searched my memory for stories of the 
man 1 have known first as a teacher (1 
took Business Associations 11 from 
him) and later as a colleague. Trying 
to recall some humorous anecdote, 1 
discovered that 1 could not remember 
any of the classical absent-minded
professor incidents that one might 
expect from someone who has taught 
law for more than three decades.
Quite the contrary, Hugh’s memory for 
details and nuances both in cases and 
in the affairs of the law school distin­
guishes him among his colleagues in 
the bar and on the faculty.
The most distinct memory 1 have is of 
my experience with Hugh when 1 first 
joined the faculty. 1 remember those 
first days (and months) of transition 
when 1 still felt more like a student 
than like a member of the faculty. It 
was a time when 1 had difficulty call­
ing my former professors by their first 
names—an experience that 1 am sure 
is shared by most alumni.
In those days occasionally 1 would see 
Hugh in the halls, and he would go out 
of his way to ask me about the cases 
that we had in the clinic. Regardless of 
the type of problem, Hugh seemed to 
know some case or line of cases that 
was relevant. Not only was 1 impressed 
with the breadth of his knowledge, but 
1 appreciated his genuine interest in 
the clinical program. It was common 
for Hugh to send me copies of case 
citations or articles on whatever top­
ics we discussed or even, when we 
had not discussed a matter, something 
that he thought 1 should know. This 
practice resurfaced recently when we 
started up the Family Law Clinic, and 
Hugh generously shared all of his 
materials with us.
In thinking back on all of this, 1 wish 1 
had some case or statute or other 
information to share with Hugh that 
might be helpful to him. The problem 
is, 1 feel like someone trying to select 
a present for the person who has 
everything. 1 am only able to convey 
my best wishes to Hugh for a long 
tenure as Professor Emeritus.
Peter A. Joy, ’77 
Assistant Professor 
Director of the Law School Clinic
1989 Alumni Weekend
Graduates of the law school—scores of 
them—converged here in mid-Septem­
ber for the annual Alumni Weekend. 
Some attended the daylong program of 
continuing education featuring Richard 
“Racehorse” Haynes (held, appropri­
ately enough, across the street from 
the Thistledown Track), and many 
were at the law school for the Alumni 
Awards Luncheon on Saturday. The 
weekend’s especially gracious begin­
ning was a reception Friday evening at 
the home of the university’s president, 
Agnar F^tte.
They came from all over the country 
for the nine class reunions that were 
scheduled for Saturday evening (which 
would have been ten, except that the 
war-time class of 1944 is just too 
small to mobilize). The class of 1939, 
celebrating their 50th anniversary, 
broke all attendance records at this 
(and probably most other) law schools 
with two-thirds present, and others— 
notably the 25-year-class—did nearly 
as well. Once again the Black Law 
Students Association held a special 
gathering and provided the opportu­
nity for graduates and current stu­
dents to meet and get acquainted.
At the Law Alumni Association’s 
Annual Meeting the 1988-89 officers 
were re-elected to two-year terms:
John S. Fyie, ’74, president; Stuart A. 
Laven, ’70, vice president; Sara J. 
Harper, ’52, secretary; and Ann Womer 
Benjamin, ’78, treasurer. Harper is a
judge of the Cleveland Municipal 
Court, and the other officers practice 
with Cleveland firms: Pyle with Gold, 
Rotatori, Schwartz & Gibbons; Laven 
with Ulmer & Berne; and Womer Ben­
jamin with Arter & Hadden.
Eight new members of the Board of 
Governors will serve three-year terms; 
Oakley V. Andrews, ’65; Carolyn Daven­
port Dumas, ’80; Dominic J. Fallon, ’59;
David D. Green, ’82; Mary Ann Jorgen­
son, ’75; Jeffrey S. Leavitt, ’73; David 
A. Schaefer, ’74; and James R. Willis, 
’52. Dumas has an immigration law 
practice in New York; the other seven 
are Clevelanders. Andrews practices 
with Baker & Hostetler, Jorgenson 
with Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, 
Leavitt with Jones, Day, Reavis & 
Pogue, and Schaefer with Benesch, 
Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff. Willis’s 
office (Willis & Blackwell) specializes 
in criminal defense, and Fallon’s solo
Henry DuLaurence Jr., '29, and III, '67.
Dean Peter Gerhart with Ben Reich, '33.
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practice emphasizes workers’ compen­
sation and personal injury.
They replace eight governors whose 
terms ended in 1989: Richard H. Bam­
berger, ’72; Virginia S. Brown, ’81; 
Lawrence J. Carlini, ’73; J. Michael 
Drain, ’70; William T. Drescher, ’80; 
Patricia M. Holland, ’77; James W. 
McKee, ’69; and Jerry F. Whitmer, ’60.
The dates for the 1990 Law Alumni 
Weekend are September 14 and 15. 
Mark your calendar now, especially if 
your class year ends in a 0 or a 5. And 
please let us know if you would like to 
help organize your class reunion; write 
or call Beth Hlabse, 216/368-3860.
1989 Alumni A'wards
I
Charles R. Ault, ’51
Fletcher Reed Andrews 
Graduate of the Year
At the Alumni Weekend’s annual 
awards luncheon Charles R. Ault 
received the 1989 Fletcher Reed 
Andrews Award, given by the legal 
fraternity Tau Epsilon Rho to an 
exceptionally distinguished CWRU law 
graduate, one “whose activities emu­
late the ideals and accomplishments of 
Dean Andrews.” Irvin M. Milner, ’40, 
made the presentation.
After leaving Brown University to 
serve in the US. Army during World 
War 11, Ault completed his B.A. degree 
at Western Reserve University in 1948 
and stayed on at the law school. When
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Charles Ault, ’51 (right) with presenter Irvin Milner, ’40.
he graduated in 1951, he joined the 
Cleveland firm headed by Wendell 
Falsgraf, '28, which in 1971 merged 
with Baker & Hostetler. Now Charles 
Ault is a senior partner.
Throughout his career, he has been 
involved in the Cleveland community. 
He has been a trustee of the Cleveland 
Bar Association and chair of three 
committees, including the CBA’s Task 
Force on Desegregation. He has served 
the Citizens League as vice president, 
president, and trustee, and the Cleve­
land YMCA as vice president and 
chairman of the Endowment Commit­
tee. He has been active in the Forest 
Hill Presbyterian Church, its FHC 
Housing Corporation, and the commu­
nity affairs of East Cleveland. He is 
president of the Board of Trustees of 
Dyke College.
No less has he been involved with the 
law school. He has been a member of 
its Visiting Committee, and he 
chaired—in 1982 —the Alumni Annual 
Fund. From 1982 to 1984 he was presi­
dent of the Law Alumni Association. 
Since 1980 he has been a member of 
the Society of Benchers. Most recently 
he has been instrumental in establish­
ing the third-year moot court competi­
tion, named in memory of his son 
Jonathan, ’83.
Professor James McElhaney (right) with John 
Pyle, 74, president of the Law Alumni 
Association.
James W. McElhaney
Distinguished Teacher
Established in 1984 “to recognize a 
commitment to education and the 
pursuit of knowledge which has 
enriched the personal and professional 
lives of students,” the Distinguished 
Teacher Award went this year to James 
W. McElhaney, holder of the Joseph C. 
Hostetler chair in trial practice and 
advocacy. It was presented by another
master of trial advocacy, Gerald S. 
Gold, ’54.
McElhaney has taught law at CWRU 
since 1976. A graduate of Duke Univer­
sity (both B.A. and J.D.), he began his 
legal career in the US. Army, then 
practiced for a year in Milwaukee, and 
taught law at the University of Mary­
land and Southern Methodist Univer­
sity before joining the CWRU faculty.
Formerly editor in chief of Litigation 
magazine, McElhaney still contributes 
a regular column. Trial Notebook. 
Since 1987 he has also had a regular 
column in the ABA Journal. His Trial 
Notebook collection has gone into a
Peter M. Sikora, ’80
Distinguished Recent 
Graduate
Peter Sikora’s education was inter­
rupted by an accident that left him a 
quadriplegic, but he graduated from 
Baldwin-Wallace College as the class 
valedictorian and, as a law student, 
was an associate editor of the Law 
Review and recipient of the Student of 
the Year Award.
After a two-year clerkship with Judge 
Jack G. Day on the Ohio Court of 
Appeals, he became deputy legal coun­
sel to Governor Richard Celeste, then 
deputy director and general counsel of 
the Ohio Department of Mental Retar­
dation and Developmental Disabilities. 
Last February the governor appointed 
him to the juvenile bench of the Cuya­
hoga Court of Common Pleas.
second edition and soon will be avail­
able on cassette tape. His well-known 
casebook, Effective Litigation, is also 
going into a second edition.
McElhaney has chaired both the Sec­
tion on Trial Advocacy and the Section 
on Evidence of the Association of 
American Law Schools. A faculty mem­
ber of the National Institute for Trial 
Advocacy, he has traveled far and wide 
as a continuing legal educator. He was 
invited to the University of Texas as 
that law school’s first Strassberger- 
Price lecturer, and he was the first 1. 
Goodman Cohen lecturer at Wayne 
State University.
While Sikora was in Columbus, he 
served as the Law Alumni Associa­
tion’s regional vice president. His com­
munity activities have been directed 
toward disability. He is a trustee of the 
United Cerebral Palsy Association of 
Ohio, a director of the National Citi­
zens Alliance on Disability Issues, and 
a director of Goodwill Industries of 
Greater Cleveland. He is also a trustee 
of Services for Independent Living and 
a former trustee of Maximum Indepen­
dent Living.
The Distinguished Recent Graduate 
Award was established in 1984. It goes 
to a graduate of no more than ten 
years who exceptionally fulfils one or 
more of four criteria: professional 
accomplishment, significant participa­
tion in professional activities, commu­
nity service, involvement in law 
alumni affairs. Sikora’s classmate, 
Hewitt B. Shaw, made the presentation 
to him.
Peter Sikora, W, flanked by classmates David Zoba and Hewitt Shaw.
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Class of 1939
The 50-year reunion broke all attend­
ance records in recent memory: two- 
thirds of the class assembled for 
dinner at the Playhouse Club. They 
Ccime from Connecticut (Ken Lund- 
mark), Maine (Hubert Marshall), and 
even Texas (Louis Boxleitner) and 
California (A1 Edgerton, George Gaf- 
ford, George Barnett). Dean Peter 
Gerhart, Dean Emeritus Lindsey 
Cowen, and Professor Emeritus Oliver 
Schroeder were there to offer congrat­
ulations. The reunion committee that 
engineered such a turnout consisted of 
Bruce Alexander, A1 Edgerton, Sheri­
dan Harwin, Frank Hurd, Hudson 
Hyatt, Ralph Locher, and Art Stern.
Class of 1949
Special thanks to Bennett and Donna 
Yanowitz for hosting yet another class 
reunion! (Needed: someone else to 
volunteer in 1994.) A good third of the 
1949 graduates attended, plus two 
stragglers from January, 1950. The 
group included Keith Eisaman and Jim 
Haynes from Florida, Paul Klein from 
South Carolina, and Ben Roth from 
Pennsylvania. A committee of seven 
put the party together: Yanowitz, Roth, 
Howard Broadbent, Bud Chockley, 
Conrad Morgenstern, Joe Sontich, Bill 
Welty.
Hosts Bennett and Donna Yanowitz
Seated, left to right: Ralph Cole, David Buchanan, Bruce Alexander, Thelma Bleiweiss 
Newman, Richard Seaman, Robert Stepp, John Forrester. Standing: George Gafford, Paul 
Hopkins, Hudson Hyatt, Louis Boxleitner, Hubert Marshall, George Barnett, Alfred Newman, 
Ralph Locher, Alfred Edgerton, Robert Wurzman, Sheridan Harwin, Arthur Stern, Hamilton 
Stickney.
Clayton Mrohaly, Stanley Kammer, and Ben Roth.
Jim Haynes, Joe Sontich, and Keith Eisaman.
Class of 1954
Christine and Forrest Norman hosted 
the 35-year reunion, having persuaded 
Jerry and Suzanne Gold that it should 
be someone else’s turn. Others on the 
planning committee were Carl Chan­
cellor, Jim Gilvary, Rudy Henderson, 
Herb Levine, and Mort Stone. Gilvary 
came from Dayton, Henderson from 
Washington, D.C., Fred Gray from Ala­
bama, and Pete Kempf from California. 
Special thanks to Pete Kempf, who 
supplied the wine from his California 
stores; to Carl Chancellor, who 
couldn’t come but contributed; to 
Jerry Gold, who provisioned the bar; 
and to the Normans, who provided a 
bagpiper (!) and other amenities.
Al Krivchenia and Forrest Norman
Matt and Celine Zidar, Ann and Sal Jeffries. Jerry Gold and Jim Gilvary
Class of 1959
The 30-year class gathered in Aurora 
at the home of Fern and Norm 
Pomerantz, to whom we owe photo 
credits among many other thanks. Bill 
Baird, Harold Friedman, Bob Hill, Ed 
Kaminski, Leo Spellacy, and Jim Swee­
ney helped in the planning. Despite 
some bad luck with conflicting com­
mitments, a fourth of the class 
attended, including Harry Witsaman 
from Chicago and Al Zuckerman from 
Washington.
Leo Spellacy, Saundra Ealy, Pamela Sweeney.
1959 (continued)
Harry Witsaman and Al Zuckerman
Class of 1964
A 25-year reunion is special, and a 
good half of the class turned out for it, 
including out-of-staters Dave Beckwith 
(Pennsylvania) and Ed Weber (Indi­
ana). The planning committee con­
sisted of Beckwith, Harry Hanna, Ed
Kancler (chief of the commemorative 
souvenir detail), Charlie Zumkehr, and 
Tom Heffernan. Very special thanks to 
Tom and Kathy Heffernan, who—for 
the second time—hosted the class 
gathering at their home.
Bob Hill and Dan Batista
Tannie and Ralph Cosiano
From a second-floor perch the intrepid photographer took this picture of the 25-year class on the deck below and created a challenge for the 
writer and reader of this caption. Across the top: Dennis Patterson, Ed Weber, Ed Kancler, Dick Grubbe, Dick Rosner, Gary Dubin. Across the 
bottom: David Elk, Jim Goldberg, George Gore, John Fazio, Tom Heffernan, Allen Spike, Sandy Yosowitz. Through the middle: Joe Naegele, 
Harry Hanna, Jim Laurenson, Jim Hackenberg, Charlie Zumkehr, Sheldon Jaffery, John Wheeler, Dave Beckwith, Dick Robey, Lewis Zipkin, 
Paul Morrison, Bob Storey, Armand Boisselle, Sheldon Greenberg.
Class of 1969
A go-getter committee —Bill Allport, 
John Brown, Steve Buescher, Ken 
Cohen, Bill Edwards, Joel Makee, Jim 
McKee, Steve O’Bryan, Bob Poling- 
managed the 20-year reunion so com­
pletely that the hired hands at the law 
school had little to do besides provide 
mailing labels. They engaged the Star 
of Nautica for a river cruise and 
rounded up an attendance of more 
than a third of their class—almost an 
unheard-of turnout for one of the 
larger classes. Travelers came from all 
over: Ken Cohen and Bob Sheehan 
from California; Bob Poling, Tom Wise­
man, and Jim Walpole from D.C.; Ber- 
nie Johnson and Simpson Unterberger 
from Florida; Harold Weinberg from 
Kentucky; Ray Meadowcroft from Illi­
nois; Chuck Hambly from Rhode Island; 
Bill Paddock from Texas; and Calvin 
Kurimai from Connecticut.
Bernie Johnson and Terry Clark
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Class of 1974
Both John Pyle and Stephanie Tubbs 
Jones volunteered their homes for the 
15-year reunion, and somehow the 
decision went to Stephanie and Mer- 
vyn Jones. A large and happy crowd 
attended, coming from such distant 
parts as Nebraska (Tim Kincaid), 
Washington, D.C. (Tom Dowd), and 
Florida (Bill Phillippi, John Rayson). It 
took a big committee to put it all 
together: Pyle, Jones, Dowd, Jeff Dor­
man, Julie and Mitch Dubick, Jane 
Kober, Marge and Lee Koosed, Andrew 
Kohn, John Mulligan, Dave Parham, 
Doug Paul, Loren Souers, and Byron 
Wallace.
Loren Souers
Jim Kimbler and Paul Lefkowitz
Hostess Stephanie Tubbs Jones, ex-Prof Ken Cohen, Tim Kincaid.
John Mulligan and Steve Bulloch
Tom Dowd, Ed Siegel, and Doug Paul.
Class of 1979
The 10-year class decided on a two- 
part reunion: Friday evening at the 
home of Roy and Mary Ann Hulme and 
Saturday night at the Flatiron Cafe in 
the Flats. Lots of people came, includ­
ing Marye Elmlinger from New York, 
Duncan MacCallum from Massachu­
setts, Bob O’Brien from Connecticut, 
Jeff Mallamad from Indiana, John Pen­
dergrass from Virginia, Mark Alexander 
from New Jersey, John Boebinger from 
New Hampshire, and Chris Sternat and 
Toby Wosk Costas from Texas, not to 
mention Hal Arenstein from Cincinnati 
and mid-Ohioans Jim Lewis, Don McTi- 
gue, and John Brody. The large plan­
ning committee consisted of Elmlinger, 
Mallamad, McTigue, Don Barney, Steve 
Belden, Jill Goubeaux Clark, Don 
Featherstun, Mark Groedel, Edison 
Hall, Kurt Karakul, Laura Metcoff 
Klaus, Kathy Moore, Tom Parker, Jan 
Roller, Joe Sellers, Anne Kimball 
Stevens, and Art Tassi.
Friday evening host Roy Hulme
Tom Theado and Steve Belden
Jay Pendergrass, John Paul, and Duncan MacCallum
Pinlessnr .Spencer Neth and Art Tassi
Margus Sweigard, Jay Rice, Chris Sternat.
Teresia Jovanovic, Don Barney, and Roger Williams.
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Class of 1984
The Cafe Sausalito in downtown Cleve­
land’s new Galleria was the scene of 
the five-year reunion, attended by 
necU'ly a quarter of the class. Travelers 
included Alan Applebaum and Bob 
Reizner from Michigan, Luke Kill from 
Georgia, Miriam Goldsmith and Reed 
Lee from Illinois, and five from the 
D.C. area—Bob Horvatb, David Kelle- 
her, Mike Makuch, John Martin, and 
Jerry MacDonald. Planners were Jim 
Aronoff, Bob Caffrey, Howard Coburn, 
Susan Woodward Demaske, Therese 
Sweeney Drake, Dave Drucker, Fran 
Gote, Sigrid Haines, Jeff Johnson, Lisa 
Landsman, Bob Linton, Julia Martens 
Lipp, Shawn Lyden, Milt Marquis, Mikki 
Powe Marvinney, Tony O’Malley, Bill 
Porter, Jane Rolnick, Dana Rose, John 
Saganich, Buddy Spada, Nelson and 
Lisa Nicholas Toner, Bill Weir, and 
John Wirtshafter.
Betsy Breese and Fran Cole
Vicky Belfiglio and Susan Knight
Bob Reizner and Alan Applebaum
Tim Duff, Jane Rolnick, Susan and Melvyn Durchslag.
Mery and Richard Tomsick, Marvin and Karen Schiff.
A Sugarman Tax Lecture
A lectureship endowed by the late 
Norman A. Sugarman, '40, brings to 
the law school each year a distin­
guished scholar or practitioner in the 
area of federal taxation. This year the 
Sugarman Lecturer was Bernard Wolf- 
man, Fessenden Professor of Law at 
Harvard University. The date was 
November 9.
The day’s main event was Wolfman’s 
keynote address before the Cleveland 
Tax Institute on Current Issues of 
Corporate Tax Policy. But in addition 
Wolfman taught Professor Leon 
Cabinet’s class in Federal Income Tax­
ation and held an informal discussion 
hour with faculty and students.
A graduate of the University of Penn­
sylvania (both B.A. and J.D.), Wolfman 
practiced law in Philadelphia with 
Wolf, Block, Schorr & Solis-Cohen for 
some fifteen years before making a 
mid-life entrance into academia. From 
1962 to 1976 he was on the Pennsylva­
Sugarman Lecturer Bernard Wolfman taught 
Professor Cabinet’s Federal Income Tax class.
nia law faculty (six of those years as 
dean); in 1976 he accepted his present 
position at Harvard. He has also held 
visiting appointments at Stanford, 
Michigan, and NYU.
In addition to dozens of articles and 
essays, Wolfman is the author of Fed­
eral Income Taxation of Business Enter­
prise, first published in 1971; Ethical 
Problems in Federal Tax Practice (with 
J. Holden), first published in 1981; and 
(as senior author) Dissent Without 
Opinion: The Behavior of Justice Wil­
liam 0. Douglas in Federal Tax Cases, 
1975.
He served the US. Treasury Depart­
ment as a consultant from 1963 to 
1968 and again from 1977 to 1980. 
Since 1974 he has been a consultant to 
the American Law Institute on its 
Federal Income Tax Project.
Howard M. Friedman Visiting Professor
Howard M. Friedman, who teaches law 
at the University of Toledo and carries 
the title there of Distinguished Univer­
sity Professor, will be a visiting profes­
sor at the CWRU School of Law during 
the spring semester. He replaces Pro­
fessor Richard A. Booth, who in turn 
is visiting during this academic year at 
the Chicago-Kent College of Law.
Friedman received his B.A. degree 
from Ohio State University in 1962 and 
his J.D. from Harvard University three 
years later. He began his career with 
the Securities and Exchange Commis­
sion in Washington, D.C., meanwhile 
pursuing an LL.M. degree (1967) at 
Georgetown University.
In 1967 Friedman left Washington for 
law teaching at the University of North 
Dakota. He was back again two years 
later to spend a year with the US. 
Indian Claims Commission. In 1970 the 
University of Toledo lured him back 
into teaching.
Friedman is the author of two books: 
Securities and Commodities Enforce­
ment: Criminal Prosecutions and Civil
Injunctions (Lexington Books, 1981) 
and Ohio Securities Law and Practice 
(Banks Baldwin, 1987; supplement 
1988-89). He also has more than a 
dozen law review articles to his credit, 
on such wide-ranging topics as sym­
bolic expression, Ohio’s drunk driving 
law, white collar crime, the Arab boy­
cott, Indian claims, the American 
federal system, and the impact of legal 
specialization on legal education.
In the Toledo community Friedman 
has been active in Jewish causes, 
chairing the Domestic Task Force of 
the Community Relations Committee 
of the Jewish Federation of Greater 
Toledo, and serving as representative 
to the Government Affairs Committee 
of Ohio Jewish Communities and as a 
member of its executive committee.
He recently completed a term as a 
trustee of the Northwest Ohio chapter 
of the American Civil Liberties Union.
Friedman’s teaching assignment at 
CWRU consists of a section of Busi­
ness Associations II and a seminar. 
Corporate and White Collar Crimes.
Clinic Adds 2 Courses, 1 Instructor
by Peter A. Jay, ’77 
Assistant Professor of Law 
Director of the Law School Clinic
The 1989-90 year promises to be one 
of exponential growth for the law 
school’s clinical program. Funding 
support from public and private 
sources has enabled us to add two 
new clinical courses: the Family Law 
Clinic and the Housing Law Clinic.
This expansion has also enabled us to 
add another clinical faculty member, 
Louise McKinney, ’78 (see below).
With support of a $66,000 grant from 
the U.S. Department of Education we 
have added the first “clinical labora­
tory,” the Family Law Clinic, offered 
concurrently with the substantive 
Family Law course in both the fall and 
spring semesters. The second course, 
the Housing Law Clinic, has been 
developed with the support of the 
George Gund Foundation and the 
Cleveland Foundation. It will be offered 
for the first time this spring. These 
two new clinical courses complement 
the general civil and criminal clinics 
and provide more specialized experi­
ences for our students.
The idea of integrating clinical experi­
ences with substantive courses is one 
that we have had for some time. Last 
May 1 reported in In Brief (“The Clinic 
Experience,” page 46) that the Family 
Law Clinic was “on the drawing 
board.” While the idea was sound, we 
needed additional funding to imple­
ment it. Opportunity knocked when, in 
late spring, the U.S. Department of 
Education announced the availability 
of funds for the expansion of clinical 
law programs.
The “sound idea” of a Family Law 
Clinic was translated into a grant 
application that had the enthusiastic 
support of the Domestic Division of 
the Cuyahoga County Court of Com­
mon Pleas and the Legal Aid Society of 
Cleveland. In July we were notified 
_ ^hat our grant application had been 
chosen, and even though fall registra­
tion had already been completed, six 
students changed their registrations to 
enroll in the Family Law Clinic.
At this writing (November 1) the 
enrollees have already handled the full 
array of family law matters contem­
plated in the idea for this course. 
Problems have ranged from the
thoughtful counseling of clients to 
rushing into court to obtain protective 
orders against spousal abuse. The 
students have negotiated separation 
agreements in dissolutions, provided 
representation in divorce hearings, and 
served as guardians ad litem protect­
ing the interests of children in con­
tests of custody. Each step of the way 
the student interns have worked 
closely with the supervising faculty, 
and each student has been able to put 
into practice the legal theories learned 
in the Family Law course.
Our second new course, the Housing 
Law Clinic, had its genesis in quite a 
different way when Edward Kramer,
’75, director of Housing Advocates,
Inc., approached Dean Peter Gerhart 
last summer with the idea of structur­
ing a clinical experience around hous­
ing law problems facing individuals 
and community groups in Cleveland. 
Opportunity knocked a second time 
when the Gund and Cleveland founda­
tions expressed interest. By October 
we had secured funding, and we have 
worked hard to have the new course 
in place for the spring semester.
The new course will expose our stu­
dents to housing issues ranging from 
landlord/tenant disputes to represen- 
tating neighborhood housing organiza­
tions in the preparation of deeds, 
purchase and rental agreements, and 
negotiations on the sale of property. 
We also anticipate that there will be 
some opportunity to assist in obtain­
ing zoning and building variances and 
financing, and in the packaging of 
property.
The staff of Housing Advocates will 
join our clinic faculty in supervising 
students in the Housing Law Clinic. 
Like all clinical courses, it will have a 
classroom component covering proce­
dural, ethical, and substantive law 
issues. Perhaps more than any other 
clinical course, it will present, with at 
least some of the cases and clients, an 
opportunity for our students to learn 
and apply legal planning skills—in 
other words, to practice preventive 
law.
We are excited to be expanding our 
clinical program as we look forward to 
the next decade. We anticipate that 
the addition of these two new courses 
will enable more students to have a 
clinical experience and, at the same 
time, allow us to provide even more 
service to low-income persons and
nonprofit groups in the Cleveland area. 
We are proud of our commitment to 
enriching our students’ education and 
to instilling a commitment to provid­
ing pro bono representation to those 
most in need.
Louise McKinney Joins 
Clinic Faculty
Increased clinical course offerings 
have meant a new addition to the 
clinical faculty: Louise Wenner McKin­
ney, ’78, came on board last fall as an 
instructor. She has been a member of 
the school’s adjunct faculty, teaching 
the simulation course known as The 
Lawyering Process, and in 1988-89 she 
was director of the Clinical Legal 
Education Programme at the Univer­
sity of Botswana. For ten years, 1978 
to 1988, she was with the Legal Aid 
Society of Cleveland.
McKinney took her B.A. degree in 1963 
at Heidelberg College in Tiffin, Ohio, 
and then went to the University of 
Pittsburgh for graduate study in 
speech pathology and audiology. In 
the next years she worked as a 
speech, language, and hearing thera­
pist and, in Brockport, New York, 
founded a day care center and served 
as its executive director. She also did 
“alternative service” (as she calls it) 
on the domestic front, raising two sons 
who are now students at Duke and 
Cleveland State.
At about the same time that McKinney 
decided to change careers and enter 
law school, her husband, Edward, 
decided to look for a new university 
teaching position in social work. They 
came to Cleveland in 1975. Three 
years later Louise McKinney received 
her law degree. She taught in her third 
year as a RAW instructor, won the 
Martin Luther King Award, and was 
elected to the Order of the Coif.
After graduation she went to the Legal 
Aid Society as a staff attorney. Two 
years later she joined the Bar Advo­
cacy Project of the society’s Law 
Reform Unit, where much of her work 
had to do with disability rights. On 
the side, in addition to her teaching at 
the law school, she taught a short 
course for the Department of Educa­
tion of Kent State University and acted 
as a field instructor for CWRU’s School 
of Applied Social Sciences.
She seized the opportunity to direct 
the clinical law program at the Univer­
sity of Botswana, in southern Africa, 
when her husband, on sabbatical leave 
from Cleveland State University, chose 
to spend the year there as a Fulbright 
lecturer. She returned to this country 
in July and (at this writing) is still 
sorting out what must have been a 
fascinating experience. In Brief has 
invited her to report on it in a future 
issue.
Placement/Career Planning: New Directions
by JoAnne Urban Jackson 
Associate Dean for Student and 
Post-J.D. Programs
Editor's Note: When Richard Roger 
resigned last May as placement director, 
JoAnne Jackson assumed responsibility 
for the office’s operation. Debra Fink 
joined the staff in September as associ­
ate director, and Barbara Curley con­
tinues in her indispensable support role 
as department assistant. In Brief asked 
Dean Jackson for a report on the office’s 
even-busier-than-usual fall.
The Placement Office has become the 
Career Planning Office. That is the 
first clear signal of a change in the 
level of service we expect to provide 
to students and employers. With the 
reintroduction of individual career 
counseling and a greater range of 
training programs and materials, we 
expect to help more students success­
fully begin legal careers in a wider 
variety of contexts.
The first of our new career counseling 
materials is an extensive handbook on 
The Effective Legal Resume. Prepared 
by our new associate director, Debra 
Fink, it covers all the basics of legal 
resumes and presents specific ideas 
for describing activities and honors 
earned here at CWRU. We plan to 
produce additional handbooks this 
year on cover letters and thank you 
letters, interviewing techniques, and 
job search strategies.
The Career Planning Office is also 
working together with student groups 
to produce some specialized career 
planning tools. The Black Law Stu­
dents Association is working on a 
Minority Student Resume Directory 
that will include first-year resumes as 
well as those of upper-class students. 
We expect to mail the directory to the 
various employers and bar associa­
tions whom we know to have under­
taken minority hiring initiatives.
Together with a committee of SPILF, 
the Student Public Interest Law Fellow­
ship, the Career Planning Office is 
expanding our collection of resources 
for public interest job searches. We’ll 
also be doing a special mailing to 
public interest employers with an 
invitation to interview on campus.
A new group who call themselves 
Second-Career Students helped put 
together a workshop on career plan­
ning issues they are particularly con­
cerned about. And we are planning 
another workshop to help students 
interested in government positions to 
complete the necessary but somewhat 
intimidating application forms.
Counseling and training are the heart 
of the Career Planning Office’s activi­
ties, but we are also continuing and 
expanding the on-campus interview 
program. This fall 131 employers came 
on campus and held 1,794 interviews. 
So many of the interviewers want to 
come in the same early weeks of Sep­
tember that we have a shortage of 
interview rooms. This year we were 
able to use space across the street in 
Glidden House (former home of the 
Law School Clinic, newly renovated as 
an inn) to accommodate our overflow 
of employers.
The greatest challenge for our law 
school will be to expand the on-cam- 
pus interview program. We need to 
encourage students to consider a 
broader range of employment possibili­
ties. This fall nearly 60 percent of the 
employers were from Ohio and more 
than 80 percent were law firms. To 
provide students with the broadest 
range of options, we need to add cor­
porate, government, and public inter­
est employers and to expand the 
geographical diversity among them.
We have surveyed second- and third- 
year students, and we’re presently
surveying the first-year class, to deter­
mine their employment interests. Next 
year’s invitations to interview on cam­
pus will be expanded to reflect the 
interests we find.
At the same time, the Career Planning 
Office has to undertake some efforts 
to convince employers that it’s worth­
while to look deeper into the class for 
potential associates. Under our 75/25 
policy, we ask employers to select only 
75 percent of the students they will 
interview. We select the remaining 25 
percent from those who have submit­
ted resumes for that employer. This 
year we added priority cards to 
increase the likelihood that the stu­
dents we select will be strong candi­
dates for the particular employer.
Each student registered with the 
Career Planning Office received five 
priority cards with which to identify 
up to five employers as priority 
choices. The students we selected to 
fill 25 percent of the interview slots 
were chosen first from among those 
who had submitted a priority card for 
that employer. With the priority card 
system, employers are assured of 
meeting with students who are keenly 
interested in their firm. Over the 
course of the interview season, 225 
priority cards from 115 different stu­
dents were used to fill those interview 
slots. As the results of the fall inter­
view season come in, we’ll be able to 
determine how well we were able to 
put together well-matched students 
and employers.
In addition to our on-campus inter­
views, we also hosted the Midwest 
Minority Recruitment Conference 
sponsored annually in Cleveland by 
the Black Law Students Association 
and the National Association for Law 
Placement. This year’s conference 
brought together 226 students from 39 
midwestern law schools and 67 
employers from around the country, a
30 percent growth from the 1988 con­
ference. Twenty-three minority stu­
dents from our law school 
participated. Over 1,100 interviews 
took place during the one-day 
program.
A second major challenge for the 
Career Planning Office staff will be to 
find ways to streamline the huge 
administrative effort that supports the 
on-campus and off-campus interview 
programs. As with many other func­
tions of the law school, we are short 
of space and staff to continue current 
programs, let alone expand our 
efforts.
One of our strongest sources of sup­
port has been the CWRU students. In 
addition to joint efforts with BLSA, 
SPILF, and the Second-Career Students, 
we’ve also had support from the Stu­
dent Bar Association, which provided 
several students to help host employ­
ers during on-campus interview days. 
Several other students have helped 
with workshop presentations. Perhaps 
the greatest support comes from par­
ticipation. Over 300 second- and third- 
year students registered with the 
office this fall, a 33 percent increase 
from last year, and more than 150 
first-year students attended our orien­
tation workshop on career planning.
The signal of a change in the Career 
Planning Office has been received.
Debra Fink New 
Associate Director
The law school’s new associate direc­
tor of career planning joined us at the 
beginning of this academic year. Debra 
Fink, who brings to the position a 
background in employment training 
and counseling, was able almost 
immediately to begin working with 
students on resume preparation, job 
and career search strategies, and 
interviewing skills.
Since most of the administrative func­
tions of the office have not yet been 
computerized, Fink’s experience in 
customizing database packages has 
already had an impact. Using a spread­
sheet program, the office will be able 
this year, for the first time, to track 
the substantive and geographic prefer­
ences of students, as well as results of 
on-campus interviews.
Students have been most appreciative 
of Fink’s help—and law students are 
known to be demanding consumers. It 
has been a shock for some students to 
learn that although the Career Plan­
ning Office can bring together employ­
ers and students, often creating 
successful matches, most students still 
must conduct their own job searches. 
Fink says: “Finding a position—even a 
summer job—means performing many 
little steps, only some of which 
advance the student directly toward 
his or her goal. I try to give all the 
students who come to see me at least 
one technique they didn’t have before. 
They are so appreciative, especially 
when they return to tell me that their 
efforts worked.”
A Montreal native, Fink has a B.A. 
degree from McGill University. Fler 
employment history includes stints 
with the Opimian Wine Society in 
Montreal and the Kanex Corporation ir 
Cleveland; she also has done signifi­
cant volunteer work for the Greater 
Cleveland Domed Stadium 
Corporation.
She came to the law school from the 
Jewish Vocational Service, specifically 
its Sale to Success program. The idea 
of the program—which has been 
highly successful and has won a 
national award—is to train dislocated 
workers in a new profession, sales, anc 
also to help them apply salesmanship 
to a job search.
36 Robin Meinzer Joins Development Staff
Robin L. Meinzer is tbe law school’s 
new development officer, replacing 
Janet Scott, who moved across Euclid 
Avenue to become assistant director of 
annual giving for the colleges. Report­
ing to Scott Lange, director of develop­
ment, she has primary responsibility 
for the Annual Fund. Meinzer joined 
the staff in mid-September.
Meinzer is a graduate of Miami Univer­
sity, with a B.A. in sociology. Her fund­
raising career began in the CWRU 
School of Medicine. Hired in March, 
1982, as a secretary in the Office of 
Medical Public Affairs, she was pro­
moted the next year to assistant direc­
tor for capital projects.
She left the medical school in 1985 to 
become associate director of develop­
ment at Bellefaire/Jewish Children’s 
Bureau, whSre she was involved in a 
$17 million capital campaign. In addi­
tion, she wrote proposals, organized 
benefits, and worked in publications 
and community relations.
From Bellefaire, in 1988, she went to 
the Deaconess Foundation as develop­
ment coordinator. There she designed 
a new mail campaign, directed special 
events, had charge of a quarterly 
newsletter, and was involved in the 
foundation’s strategic planning for 
development.
David Brennan Challenges Annual Fund 
Contributors
The 1990 Annual Fund has been given 
a big boost toward its goal of 
$525,000: David L. Brennan, ’57, has 
issued a $50,000 challenge! To help 
encourage participation, he will match 
(up to a $50,000 total) every new and 
increased gift to the fund.
Here’s how it will work.
If you gave $500 last year and give 
$1,000 this year, Dave Brennan will 
match your $500 increase with an 
additional $500. Your $1,000 becomes 
a $1,500 contribution.
Or: If you did not participate in last 
year’s fund but give $500 in 1989-90, 
Brennan will match your entire contri­
bution. Your $500 becomes $1,000.
The Annual Fund provides for the law 
school what a $9.5 million endowment 
would generate in annual interest. It 
helps to provide each CWRU law stu­
dent with a “quiet scholarship”: tuition 
and fees amount to just 76 percent of 
the annual operating budget. It also 
helps to support all those programs 
that mean the difference between a 
bare-bones legal education and one
Canada/U.S. La'w Conference
The dates are set for the annual spring 
conference sponsored by the Canada/ 
US. Law Institute: Friday through 
Sunday, April 20-22. This year the 
topic is Law and Human Resources in 
the Canada/U.S. Context. The organizer 
and chairman is Professor Henry T. 
King, Jr., the institute’s US. director.
As In Brief goes to press, the program 
is still tentative and some speakers’ 
slots are unfilled. For more up-to-date 
information, write or call (at 216/368- 
2083) Professor King or his assistant, 
Patricia Hujarski.
Friday, April 20
Human resources: the key to US./Can­
ada competitiveness 
Pat Choate—TRW, Inc., Washington,
DC.
Human resources and international 
boundaries: the impact of U.S./Canada 
immigration laws on individuals and 
businesses
Austin T. Fragomen—Fragomen, Del 
Key & Bernsen, New York.
Ronald G. Atkey—Osier, Hoskin & 
Harcourt, Toronto.
Luncheon: Europe 1992: human 
resources in a unified market—implica­
tions for U.S./Canada competitiveness 
Linda F. Powers—Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Commerce, Washington.
The impact of the free trade agreement 
on the flow of services and temporary 
business travel across the Canada/U.S. 
border
M. Jean Anderson—Weil, Gotshal & 
Manges, Washington, D.C.
Meriel Bradford—Alcan Aluminum 
Corporation, Ottawa.
The comparative impact of federal and 
state (provincial) income and estate 
taxes on people transfers in the Canada/ 
US. context: tax equalization 
Glenn W. White—Dow Chemical Com­
pany, Midland, Michigan.
Robert D. Brown—Price Waterhouse 
Canada, Toronto.
Dinner: Developing human resources: 
participative management and employee 
involvement—slogans and reality 
Donald Ephlin—United Auto Workers, 
Detroit.
William K. Rusak—Dominion Textiles, 
Montreal.
Saturday, April 21
Representation of employees and the 
role of unions in the United States and 
Canada
Howard Samuel—President, Industrial 
Union Department, AFL/CIO, Washing­
ton, D.C.
Gerard Docquier—United Steelworkers, 
Toronto
Commentator: Richard Lyon, Chicago, 
Illinois.
Legal aspects of the utilization of human 
resources in Canada/U.S.
David J. Millstone—Squire, Sanders & 
Dempsey, Cleveland.
Roy Heenan—Heenan, Blaikee, Mon­
treal.
that is truly first rate: the journals, the 
Law School Clinic, Moot Court, Mock 
Trial, guest speakers, the Research, 
Analysis, and Writing program....
The fund year and the Brennan Chal­
lenge come to an end on June 30. If 
you have not yet made your contribu­
tion, do it now! Remember that your 
new or increased gift will be doubled!
Our thanks to those alumni who have 
already pledged their support to the 
1990 Annual Fund! Our very special 
thanks to Dave Brennan!
Luncheon: Comparative competitive 
aspects of Japanese use of human 
resources vis d vis US./Canada 
Norihiro Takeuchi—Executive VP and 
Director, Bridgestone Firestone Inc., 
Akron, Ohio.
Human resources: a comparative look at 
the legal and tax environment for moti­
vating and compensating people in the 
US. and Canada
William Napoli—Towers, Perrin,
Crosby & Forster, Cleveland 
Canadian speakers t.b.a.
Canada/U.S. aspects of people as a 
renewable resource in the world compet­
itive context—public and private job 
training and re-training 
Speakers t.b.a.
Dinner: Laying the educational basis for 
a competitive North American society 
Peter Morici—University of Maine, 
Orono.
Ian MacDonald—York University, 
Toronto.
Sunday, April 22
Goal setting peoplewise for U.S./Canada 
in the world competitive context: what 
should our goals be and how do we get 
there?
Stephen Schlossberg—International 
Labor Association, Washington, D.C.
Where do we go from here?
Henry T. King, Jr. — Conference 
Chairman
Faculty Notes
The Georgia Law Review recently pub­
lished an article by Visiting Professor 
George W. Dent, Jr., “Proxy Regula­
tion in Search of a Purpose.” Another 
article, “Toward Unifying Ownership 
and Control in the Public Corpora­
tion,” is scheduled for publication in 
the Wisconsin Law Review. Currently 
Dent is at work on two entries for the 
Supplement to the Encyclopedia of the 
American Constitution and articles on 
shareholders’ appraisal rights and 
venture capital.
Carol Ebbinghouse, associate director 
of the law library, has had two recent 
cU'ticles in Database Searcher: “Is the 
Online Industry Ready for End Users?” 
in March 1989 and (with Quint) “The 
Ideal Database Service” in November 
1989. She edits the library’s in-house 
publication, Network News, and con­
tributed a major portion of the library 
coverage in the last In Brief (see page 
39 for an update).
A project on civil rights policy, parti­
ally underwritten by a CWRU Research 
Initiation Grant, took Jonathan L. 
Entin to interdisciplinary conferences 
at the University of Wisconsin and 
Tulane University last November.
Other activities during the fall semes­
ter were a speech to the Pre-Law 
Society of Kent State University, an 
interview with Crain's Cleveland Busi­
ness on a pending Supreme Court case 
involving pension benefits at LTV 
Steel, a class for prospective students
taught as part of the annual Minority 
Recruitment Conference sponsored by 
the Black Law Students Association, 
and a significant role in the federal 
judges’ program held here in October 
(see page 19).
A second edition of Ohio Juvenile Law, 
by Paul Giannelli and William A. 
Kurtz (a member of our adjunct fac­
ulty), appeared in 1989. An article by 
Giannelli first published in the Ohio 
State Law Journal, “The Admissibility 
of Laboratory Reports in Criminal 
Trials,” was reprinted in the Criminal 
Practice Law Journal, and the Public 
Defender Reporter published his 
“Expert Witnesses.” Giannelli edited 
five articles for the 1989 edition of The 
World Book Encyclopedia: writ of cer­
tiorari, confession, ex post facto, lar­
ceny, and mandamus.
Professor and Law Librarian Emeritus 
Simon L. Goren has submitted The 
Code of Civil Procedure Rules of the 
Federal Republic of Germany to Fred B. 
Rothman & Company for publication.
The University of California at Davis 
Law Review has published an article 
by Gerald Korngold: “Single Family 
Use Covenants: For Achieving a Bal­
ance Between Traditional Family Life 
and Individual Autonomy.”
James W. McElhaney is a regular 
columnist in the ABA Journal and in 
Litigation: see the law school’s Annual 
Report for a detailed listing. He is also 
a regular on the CLE circuit. He pre­
sented his “Winning Before Trial” 
program on twelve different occasions 
during the first ten months of 1989, 
and “The Keys to Effective Trial Advo­
cacy” on ten occasions. In addition he 
presented “Mastering the Craft of Trial 
Advocacy,” “Picture Method of Corpo­
rate Litigation,” and “Picture Method 
of Trial Advocacy”; conducted in- 
house programs for two Cleveland law 
firms (Jones Day and Hahn Loeser) 
and Heller Financial in Chicago; served 
as team leader for the Advanced 
National Institute for Trial Advocacy in 
Boulder, Colorado, in July; and was 
moderator, commentator, and judge for 
the Eighth Annual National Institute 
on Litigation in Aviation in Washing­
ton, D.C., in October. Never flagging, 
he lists these works in progress: 
McElhaney’s Evidence Handbook and 
McElhaney’s Trial Notebook on Tape.
The Cleveland chapter of the American 
Inns of Court has elected Karen Nel­
son Moore a Master Bencher. The Inns 
of Court, a relatively new movement, 
aims to foster legal ethics and excel­
lence in lawyering, particularly in the 
litigation context. Moore attended 
meetings of the American Law Insti­
tute (she is a member of the ALI and 
its Consultative Group for the Complex 
Litigation Project) and of the Associa­
tion of American Law Schools’ Special 
Committee on Tenure and the Tenuring 
Process.
Better, Earlier Settlements Through Economic Leverage 
by Philip J. Hermann, ’42
Philip J. Hermann, ’42, has presented 
the CWRU Law Library with this 2- 
volume, 704-page, looseleaf manual, 
and accompanying computer software, 
published by Jury Verdict Research, 
Inc., a national legal research and 
publishing company of which he is the 
founder and chairman. Hermann is a 
longtime Cleveland trial attorney, a 
principal in the firm of Hermann,
Cahn & Schneider.
The project began wijh the recogni­
tion that personal injury litigation 
costs too much, takes too long, and 
may leave everyone a loser. Hermann 
undertook a major research project to 
analyze the economic impact of litiga­
tion, presenting some of the results in 
1986 testimony before the U.S. House 
and Senate committees studying the 
crisis in liability insurance. More than 
30,000 requests for copies of his testi­
mony and additional information made 
clear to him the need for an account­
ing and economic analysis of civil 
litigation and a means by which all
concerned parties could improve the 
cost effectiveness of their claims 
handling.
Hermann did a cost accounting of 
sixteen different personal injury cases, 
ranging from a simple rear-end colli­
sion case with a verdict value of 
$10,000 to a medical malpractice claim 
worth more than $4 million. His 
results showed that in most instances 
the costs incurred over a length of 
time outweighed the benefits of litiga­
tion, and that—usually—both parties 
would benefit from early settlement.
The aim of Better, Earlier Settlements 
Through Economic Leverage is to pro­
vide working tools that attorneys and 
insurance personnel can use to apply 
economic information to their own 
cases. Tables of litigation costs and 
comprehensive cost accounting work­
sheets make it possible to determine 
the settlement value of a claim and
the cost analysis for each party to a 
claim. Armed with these data, the 
user of Hermann’s manual should have 
a negotiating advantage and powerful 
persuasion for a settlement proposal.
The cost of the manual is $195. For 
further information: Jury Verdict 
Research, Inc., 30700 Bainbridge Road,
Progress Toward the Future
by Carol Ebbinghouse 
Associate Director of the Law 
Library
In the last In Brief, 1 described the 
components of the library of the 
future that we are constructing here at 
the law school. Although work on the 
physical infrastructure is somewhat 
slower than we had anticipated, it is 
moving ahead. Already we are able to 
provide some exciting new services 
for students, faculty, alumni, and the 
local legal community.
Thanks to a three-year agreement with 
the Mead Data Central Corporation for 
the provision of Lexis and Nexis ser­
vices, the capabilities of computer- 
assisted legal research will be 
available 24 hours a day to students 
and faculty from faculty offices, the 
computer laboratory, the electronic 
learning center, student organization 
offices—even from home. Mead Data 
has made available more than 150 
passwords to faculty and students. 
Select courses are being modified to 
integrate computer-assisted legal 
research into the curriculum. We are 
getting a new high-speed off-line 
printer; we can download documents 
to printer and/or disk. And we will 
have available an electronic clipping 
service.
Our objective is to help students think 
analytically as they apply computer- 
assisted legal research to their sub­
stantive courses. The ease and speed 
of access to statutes, court decisions, 
and other material available through 
Lexis will enable faculty to put greater 
emphasis on how and why the law is 
made and interpreted the way it is.
The Law Library’s progressive 
approach to electronic research and 
the university’s commitment to a 
state-of-the-art fiber optic network 
make our law school an ideal environ­
ment for a model program. Only one 
other school of law, IIT Chicago-Kent,
•s working with Mead Data to test the
extensive application of computer- 
assisted legal research. Building on 
our experience with the CWRU/Net, 
Mead Data Central, and other players 
in the information market, we hope to 
develop guidelines that will evolve into 
a model for information management.
The Law Library has recently begun to 
administer an area on the Cleveland 
FreeNet. We have posted legal bibliog­
raphies and research aids, and we are 
including a bibliography of writings by 
and about guest speakers at tbe law 
school. (For example, we have an 
extensive bibliography on Justice 
Antonin Scalia). We have also made 
available lists of faculty publications. 
Library hours are posted, as are the 
hours that reference librarians are 
available for service. Our aim is to 
give you an on-line reference desk.
Anyone with a modem can dial into 
the Cleveland FreeNet, which resides 
on the CWRU/Net system. Member­
ship—which is free—carries a special 
benefit: you can send and receive 
electronic mail. If you are interested in 
membership, call 216/368-5121 for a 
registration form.
Those familiar with the Cleveland 
FreeNet (and there are over 7,000 non- 
CWRU users out there) know that it is 
a friendly system. There are serious 
areas and silly areas. There are 
question-and-answer areas on medi­
cine, veterinary science, dentistry, and 
even the law. As you might expect, 
several areas are devoted to com­
puters. As you might not expect, one 
area is devoted to food: recipes and 
restaurant menus.
We at the law school are pretty 
excited about the CWRU law library 
area on FreeNet—and we want to 
share our enthusiasm. But you can’t 
explore our area, and you won’t dis­
cover the new and exciting areas to 
come, unless you have access to the 
Cleveland FreeNet. Therefore Dean 
Gerhart has issued a challenge.
Suite H, Solon, Ohio 44139. Telephone: 
216/248-7960 or 800/321-6910. Telefax: 
216/349-JURY.
Please note: In Brief is always pleased 
to hear of books by CWRU Law School 
graduates and to share news of their 
publication.
Dean Gerhart’s 
Challenge
Dean Gerhart challenges each reader 
of In Brief to sign up as a registered 
FreeNet member and send him an 
electronic mail message. Just see if he 
responds!
If he responds, your prize will be a 
free CLE course!
If he fails to respond, your prize will 
be two free CLE courses!
Repeat: you can get a registration 
form for membership by calling us at 
216/368-5121. Or—for you electronic 
wizards—download the registration 
form while exploring FreeNet and the 
CWRU Law Library area.
To access the 
Cleveland FreeNet
Set up your modem:
300 to 2400 baud
Parameters are either 7-even-1 
8-no-l
• Dial 368-3888.
• After the “connect noise,” hit 
the return/enter key a few 
times.
• Follow the directions on the 
menus from the time you see 
the Cleveland Skyline.
• To quickly go to the Law 
Library’s area, type “go 
cwru.law” and hit the return/ 
enter key.
• When you are ready to 
disconnect, type either “quit” 
or “x” at a prompt that looks 
like = = >
• To register as a member, go 
into tbe Administration Building 
while you are on FreeNet and 
select “Receive FREE 
registration materials in the 
mail” or “Download the 
registration materials.”
Update on RAW
by Mary Kay Kantz 
Instructor in Law
Mention the first-year research and 
writing course and CWRU law alumni 
always ask, “RAW? Is it still RAW?” 
Well, it is and it isn’t.
RAW—Research, Analysis, and Writing 
(and note that Analysis has replaced 
Advocacy)—is still a required three- 
credit-hour course spanning two 
semesters and demanding countless 
hours in the library or at a typewriter 
(or, more often these days, a com­
puter). But alumni who graduated 
before 1987 would see a significant 
difference between the old RAW and 
the new edition. Since 1984 four full­
time writing instructors have staffed 
the course in place of third-year stu­
dent tutors. This year a larger-than- 
expected entering class gave us a fifth 
instructor.
Dean Pteter Gerhart believes the pro­
gram is proving its worth. “1 would be 
surprised to see a finer first-year pro­
gram anywhere in the country,” he 
says. “By hiring full-time instructors to 
teach the first-year course, and by 
offering them long-term contracts, we 
have developed a group of people who 
are experienced not only in writing 
but also in teaching writing, and who 
have the time to give each of our 
students personal attention. This is 
what makes our program so good.”
The current staff—Katy Mercer, Mary 
Kay Kantz, Jane Rolnick, Peter Levine, 
and Jonathan Gordon—represents a 
wide range of professional experience 
including work in large, mid-size, 
small, and solo practices; federal and 
state court staff and support services; 
and federal agencies.
The RAW instructors find many rea­
sons to look back appreciatively on 
their years in practice. “Some of the 
lawyers who supervised my work 
really helped me refine my own legal 
writing style,” says Jane Rolnick. She 
finds herself using^ome of the teach­
ing techniques of her own mentors. 
Katy Mercer has gone back to her 
practice experience for help in devel­
oping complete case files to use in 
class, especially for the second semes­
ter’s exercises in persuasive writing. 
“This helps make RAW a realistic 
preparation for practice,” she says. 
Pbter Levine finds that sharing a true 
story from his practice days is often
The five RAW instructors: Kathryn Mercer, Jonathan Gordon, and Jane Rolnick (standing); 
Peter Levine and Mary Kay Kantz (seated).
Jon Gordon, who joined the staff this fall, holds both B.A. and J.D. degrees from Columbia 
University. He practiced law in Cleveland with Berkman, Gordon, Murray & Palda, 1985-86, 
then spent three years with the US. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Katy Mercer, '83, and Jane Rolnick, '84, both practiced with Cleveland firms before 
returning to the law school as teachers—Mercer with Walter, Haver field, Buescher <fi 
Chockley, and Rolnick with I) Thompson, Hine & Flory and 2) Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan 
& Aronoff
Peter Levine, whose J.D. is from Michigan, also practiced with Benesch Friedlander and, like 
Gordon, spent three years with the EEOC. Mary Kay Kantz, a graduate of the Cleveland State 
law school, practiced with a small firm in Willoughby and on her own in Cleveland Heights 
before Joining the RAW staff in 1985.
the best way to make a legal principle 
clear; “1 saw so many unusual cases in 
my time at tbe EEOC that 1 can always 
come up with an example to drive 
home a point.”
Jon Gordon sums up by saying that 
while practical experience helps the 
RAW faculty prepare students to face 
the real world, it has also helped pre­
pare the RAW faculty to face the stu­
dents. “First-year law students can be 
as probing and demanding as federal 
judges. Being thrown to the wolves out 
there in practice makes you sensitive 
to the intellectual challenges and 
responsibilities of teaching futilre 
lawyers.”
The research component of the RAW 
course has been specially designed to 
promote efficiency in research tech­
niques. Sections (of 20 students) meet 
in a classroom on the third floor of 
the library, from which students sally 
forth to do their beginning research 
exercises under their instructor’s 
watchful eye.
“This gives us a chance to respond to 
students’ questions on the spot,” says 
Rolnick. “When you have a large group 
lecture followed by search-and-destroy
exercises in the library, students tend 
to waste a lot of time, not knowing 
just what they’re looking for and 
developing inefficient research habits. 
Being there to see what problems they 
are having and to re-direct them 
before they go too far off course 
makes for much more effective 
learning.”
The first research exercises done 
outside of class are designed to fit 
together and to lead students to all the 
materials they will need to use in 
writing a memorandum on a particular 
issue. “We carefully structure the 
exercises so the students will see the 
importance of developing a research 
strategy that is specific to the task at 
hand. We want them to learn what 
tools to use and in what order,” says 
Mercer. Students are taught to break 
up their research problems into com­
ponent parts in order to formulate an 
appropriate research strategy, but to 
maintain some flexibility because the 
research process often takes unex­
pected turns.
Our emphasis on one-to-one contact 
with students is particularly evident in 
the writing part of the program. “Since 
we’re here full time, students know
they can stop in any time with a rough 
draft or an outline and get some feed­
back on it,” says Mercer, who has been 
with the program from its start. She 
adds: “One of our goals here is to 
provide as much personalized instruc­
tion as we can, so that firms that hire 
our students won’t see their attorneys’ 
time spent on improving these new 
associates’ writing.”
We find it encouraging that our RAW 
students are so eager to work on 
improving their writing skills. For 
those with basic writing difficulties we 
are developing developing special 
programs and materials tailored to 
particular (and identifiable) kinds of 
problems.
Among the possibilities being explored 
is the increased use of computerized 
instruction. The RAW classroom is 
being equipped with ten computer 
terminals with Lexis and Westlaw 
capability. Levine, director of a 
research project on computerized 
instruction, envisions a computerized 
writing lab with “phenomenal poten­
tial for improving student writing 
skills.” He is enthusiastic about the 
prospects for critiquing student papers 
on line but he is even more excited
about using the computers for in-class 
writing exercises in which students 
would draft, evaluate, and re-write, 
with immediate feedback from the 
instructor or the computer itself.
Another possibility we are exploring is 
some enrichment for students who 
could benefit from additional writing 
experience or from nontraditional 
instructional approaches. The target 
group includes, among others, stu­
dents whose particular academic or 
professional backgrounds—science or 
engineering, for example—may not 
have given them the opportunity to 
practice their writing or to have it 
regularly and carefully critiqued.
We have already begun a long-term 
evaluation program to identify stu­
dents with particular needs and to 
check their progress. We experimented 
with a series of diagnostic tests for 
this year’s entering class. We also 
surveyed the class on their writing 
habits and attitudes, and their aca­
demic and professional experiences 
with writing and learning to write. We 
are using the results to plan, for next 
fall, a comprehensive program of 
sharply focused, supplemental 
instruction.
While the course does generate some 
pressure for the first-year students— 
as the only source of feedback in the 
form of grades throughout the semes­
ter—the RAW instructors also serve as 
counselors to many of their students, 
helping them cope with law school 
pressures in general. This close rela­
tionship is due in part to the small 
size of RAW sections and to the open- 
door policy of the instructors.
“We all have a genuine commitment to 
the program,” says Rolnick, “and the 
five of us work exceptionally well 
together. It’s an atmosphere that pro­
motes creativity, and constant growth 
and improvement in the program. We 
keep searching for ways to promote 
clear writing and clear thinking, so 
that our students will be prepared to 
respond effectively to the demands of 
practice.”
Says Dean Gerhart, “We do our stu­
dents no greater favor than when we 
help them master the craft of legal 
writing.” A sense of the importance of 
that craft—within the context of the 
whole lawyering process—is increas­
ingly evident in the RAW program.
SBA Leaders
Under the leadership of the five pic­
tured here—all second-year students 
except for President Capricia Penavic, 
’90—the Student Bar Association is 
having a busy and active year. From 
left to right:
Cynthia Lammert, vice president, 
double-majored in French and journal­
ism at Bowling Green State University. 
She has clerked during the summers 
with Calfee, Halter & Griswold (1988) 
and for a sole practitioner (1989).
Tracy Taylor, senator, spent two years 
as a third-grade teacher between fin­
ishing her B.A. at Georgetown Univer­
sity and entering law school. She 
worked for Parker-Hannifin last sum­
mer and says she hopes to find perma­
nent employment in Ohio after gradua­
tion: “I’ve really been sold on life in 
the Midwest.”
Secretary Grace Patterson, a graduate 
(in political science) of the University 
of Pittsburgh, spent last summer in 
Boston, working for Hennessy, Killgoar
& Ronan, an insurance defense firm, 
and plans to return to Boston for the 
summer of 1990.
Ftenavic graduated from Purdue Uni­
versity in 1986 with a dual major in 
political science and Spanish (her 
heritage is half Mexican, half Cro­
atian). A Clevelander, she clerked last
summer with Jacobson, Maynard, 
Tuschmem & Kalur.
Michael Hostettler, treasurer, came to 
law school with a degree in construc­
tion engineering from Purdue and 
several years’ professional experience 
both in California (his home state) and 
in Saudi Arabia.
What SPILF Made Possible
by Alissa J. Magenheim, ’90
The Student Public Interest Law Fel­
lowship, SPILF, arrived at our law 
school in 1986. It is an independent 
organization, loosely affiliated with a 
growing national movement. SPILF’s 
purpose is to make it possible for 
students to accept low-paying public 
interest jobs by awarding them mone­
tary grants. Some awards are supple­
mental; others represent the total 
compensation for the student’s project. 
In the three years since its founding, 
the members of SPILF have worked 
diligently to expand the ability of the 
organization to fund students’ efforts 
in the area of public interest.
Funds are derived solely from private 
donations, mainly from students, fac­
ulty, and staff of the law school. A 
panel of fifteen students make the 
allocations, considering both the valid­
ity of the applicant’s proposal and the 
applicant’s need. For the summer of 
1989 SPILF funded twelve widely vary­
ing proposals.
Alissa Magenheim, who comes from 
Cincinnati, majored in economics at the 
University of Rochester. She has clerked for 
two Cleveland law /irms—Gross, Goodman 
<6 Associates and Summers, Fox, Dixon & 
McGinty—but says that she plans to move to 
San Diego after her graduation in May.
Several students worked in New York 
City. Max Gaujean, ’90, worked in the 
Bronx office of Legal Aid. His duties 
ranged from handling misdemeanor 
interviews and arraignments to assist­
Recipients of 1989 Student Public Interest Law Fellowships: David Cummings, Michael Tousley, 
Karen Hoffman, Susan Van Hook, Jennifer Neald, Max Gaujean.
ing an attorney on a felony trial. The 
most difficult part of the job. Max said, 
was standing up for a defendant whose 
own low self-esteem prevented him 
from standing up for himself. Max is a 
1985 graduate of Boston College who 
spent two years teaching in Egypt 
under the auspices of the International 
Volunteers Program.
Jon Yormick, ’90, a Buffalo, New York, 
resident and a 1987 graduate of Cani- 
sius College, also worked in New York 
City, clerking in the Manhattan district 
attorney’s office. Unlike Max Gaujean’s 
hands-on experience at Legal Aid,
Jon’s experience was mainly as an 
observer. He was assigned to the Spe­
cial Projects Bureau, which handled 
the coordination of narcotics evic­
tions, extradition of fugitives arrested 
in New York, and psychiatric hearings 
for persons found innocent by reason 
of insanity. The emphasis of the DA’s 
office on observation offered exposure 
to trial tactics and styles. Jon says 
that he recommeds the program^to 
anyone planning to do trial work.
Kevin Meisner, a third-year from Holli- 
daysburg, Pennsylvanife, and a 1987 
graduate of George Washington Univer­
sity, had a vastly different proposal. 
Kevin went to the Wind River Indian 
Reservation in Wyoming to work as a 
tribal advocate for the Wind River 
Legal Services Corporation. The reser­
vation is home to two tribes, the Sho­
shone and the Arapaho. Because the 
tribal court is separate from the state 
and federal courts, Kevin was able to
act as an attorney within the tribal 
system. Some of his clients were 
already in jail on alcohol or drug 
charges. Kevin’s objective was to get 
them out of jail and into a rehabilita­
tion program. He also handled child 
custody disputes, involuntary commit­
ments, civil disputes, and criminal 
defenses. The most striking cultural 
difference, Kevin said, is the “commu­
nity” of the tribes—a strong extended 
family system, where tribal represen­
tatives and destitute alcoholics can 
live under the Scune roof. Besides 
allowing him to practice Indian law, 
Kevin’s experience gave him some 
understanding of the complex social 
problems of reservation Indians.
Susan Van Hook, a second-year from 
Lexington, Massachusetts, and a 1985 
graduate of Middlebury College, like­
wise left the city behind her. She spent 
her summer in the hills of Appalachia 
working for the Appalachian Research 
and Defense Fund of Kentucky, a legal 
aid society in the heart of coal coun­
try. Susan dealt with issues such as 
child custody and truth in lending and 
represented clients at administrative 
law hearings for denial of social secu­
rity and SSI disability. It was a com­
plete change from Cleveland, she said, 
and it gave her a real “grassroots 
perspective of the law and what it’s 
supposed to do for people.”
David Cummings, ’91, who comes from 
Maple Springs, New York, and gradu­
ated in 1988 from Duke University, 
took a position as a law clerk with the 
Natural Resources Council in Augusta,
Maine, an organization whose goal is 
to protect Maine’s natural resources. 
David researched the public’s right to 
coastal access and state regulations 
concerning off-shore oil spills. He also 
enjoyed the opportunity to travel, 
cycle, and camp in Maine while work­
ing there.
Jennifer Heald, 90, a graduate of the 
University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst, spent her summer with the 
Community Health Law Project in East 
Orange, New Jersey. The organization 
provides legal and social outreach 
services for disabled or indigent per­
sons. In addition Jennifer helped to 
lobby against a state practice which in 
fact was finally discontinued: a 
requirement of prior notice to a com­
munity in which a group home was 
planning to locate.
My own project was with Citizen 
Action, formerly called the Ohio Public 
Interest Campaign. 1 spent the summer 
in Cleveland researching the issues 
surrounding the city’s tax abatement 
policy and also examining the top ten 
polluters in Cuyahoga County. It was a 
learning experience to gather informa­
tion within a political structure, and 
to see the difference between written 
policy and actual policy.
Other recipients of grants last summer 
were Gary Crump, Tracey Burton,
Mike Tousley, Karen Hoffman, and 
Natalie Napierala.
SPILF could not exist if there weren’t a 
sincere interest in helping others.
SPILF and the 1989 grant recipients 
thank all who offered their support, 
and we remind you that your support 
will be needed again for summer proj­
ects in 1990.
Introducing the Editors
As always, the law school’s journals 
are under new management in this 
academic year. Here in the photograph 
(left to right) are the heads of the 
editorial boards: Marilyn S. Kabb, 
executive editor. Health Matrix-, J. Tim­
othy McDonald, editor in chief. Law 
Review, Tamara J. Hrynik, editor in 
chief. Journal of International Law.
Marilyn Kabb holds two degrees in 
nursing: the B.S.N. from the University 
of Wisconsin at Madison and the 
M.S.N. from Rush University in Chi­
cago. She worked for four years in the 
bone marrow transplant unit of Rush 
Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center 
in Chicago before moving to Cleveland 
in 1986 and becoming head nurse and 
clinical nurse specialist at Metropoli­
tan General Hospital. Last summer she 
was back in Chicago working in the 
general counsel’s office at Michael 
Reese Medical Center.
Others on the Health Matrix Board are 
Rachel Nicholson, development editor 
and senior articles editor; Pat Giles 
and Adam Gross, articles editors;
Paula Christ, internal affairs editor and 
liaison to the Law-Medicine Center; 
Maureen Clancy and Elicia Pegues, 
interview editors; Charlotte Bundy and 
Karen Mayo, book review editors; and 
Francine Stulac and Natalie Napierala, 
cases cind statutes editors.
Tim McDonald, who majored in hotel 
and restaurant management at James 
Madison University, came to the law 
school as a Merit Scholar. He clerked 
in his first summer for Thompson,
Mine & Flory in Cleveland and in his 
second summer returned to his home
state. New Jersey, to clerk with a firm 
in Newark. Following graduation he 
will clerk for two years with Judge 
William D. Hutchinson of the US.
Court of Appeals, Third Circuit.
Robert Anderle is the Law Review’s 
managing editor and Laura Schmidt 
the business manager. The board 
includes articles editors Sophia Good­
man, David Bell, Suzanne Clair, Rich­
ard Johnson, Daniel Schwallie, and 
Michael Slodov; research editors James 
Murtha, Patricia Gajda, Robert Kochis, 
and Melissa Sternlicht; notes editors 
Deborah Schwartz, Lisa Battaglia, 
Susan Borison, Michael Coyne,
Amanda Haiduc, Anne Morgan, and 
Michael Pearson; and contributing 
editors Michael Pavlick, Pamela Nagy, 
and Donald Yarab.
While Tamara Hrynik, a Clevelander, 
majored in political science and 
French at Trinity College in Washing­
ton, D.C., she also interned in the 
office of Congressman Mary Rose 
Oakar and with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. After graduat­
ing in 1985, she spent a year working 
for the Washington Service Bureau and 
a year as a paralegal with Muldoon, 
Murphy & Faucette, a Washington firm 
that specializes in bank regulatory 
work.
Eleonora Riesenman is the managing 
editor of JIL; executive editors are 
Kcimala Mohammed and Laurie Scar- 
cella. Other editors are Natasha Brandt 
(solicitations and topic development), 
Joseph Regnery (business), Matthew 
Schwartz (notes), Amy Freedheim,
Amy Scott, and William Uzl.
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Moot Court Report
44
The results are not yet in on the year’s 
various moot court competitions; 
readers will have to wait for the May 
In Brief to learn how they all came out. 
But moot court fans may appreciate 
this interim report with the assurance 
that moot court is alive and well, up 
and running. Sean Sweeney is overall 
program coordinator for the 1989-90 
Moot Court Board, and Paula Klausner 
and Leslie Schwartz are in charge of 
program development.
At this writing (November) the Dean 
Dunmore Competition is well under 
way, with 96 participants. Shawn 
Megathlin directs the competition this 
year, along with assistants Mara 
Cushwa and Beth Yaghooti. As most 
alumni know, Dunmore is mainly a 
second-year program, but it is also 
open to third-year students who have 
not previously competed; participants 
gain experience in appellate advocacy 
through preparation of written briefs 
and oral arguments before a panel of 
judges. The fall problem, written by 
Kevin Meisner, concerned Indian tribal 
criminal jurisdiction over non-member 
Indians and entailed an equal protec­
tion issue. Oral arguments were held 
at the Justice Center in mid-November. 
The spring problem, unannounced 
when In Brief went to press, is being 
written by Sandra Lewis.
Success in the Dunmore Competition 
leads to selection for one of the third- 
year competitions. One of these, the 
National Moot Court Competition, 
begins in the fall: November 16-18 is 
the date of the regional competition in 
Detroit. Bryan Adamson, Daniel McIn­
tyre, and Elizabeth Grove represent 
the petitioner; Joseph Burke, Berna­
dette Champa, and Margaret Pauken 
represent the respondent. Michael 
Mitchell is the team coordinator. This 
year the National Team has a problem 
involving an antitrust issue and a 
securities issue.
The other extramural competitions 
begin in the spring semester. The 
Niagara Tournament, sponsored by the 
Canada/U.S. Law Institute, is to be held 
at the University of Windsor, in 
Ontario, March 22-24. As always, the 
topic will involve a current issue in 
U.S./Canadian legal relations. Jessica 
Abrahams is tournament director and 
James Wrentmore the executive assis­
tant. Robert Graziano is team coordi­
nator; team members are Sherri Huber, 
Lynda Quick, Amy Scott, and Debra 
Stanton.
By decision of the Moot Court Board, 
the law school will also participate for 
the first time in the J. Braxton Craven 
Jr. Memorial Competition in constitu­
CWRU Seeks Director of 
Alumni and Parent Relations
CWRU invites nominations and applications for the position of director 
of alumni and parent relations. The director reports to the vice presi­
dent for development and alumni affairs and will have overall responsi­
bility for planning and managing activities to enhance the university s 
relationship with alumni and parents. The director will work closely 
with alumni and parent volunteer leadership to increase their involve­
ment in the life of the university. The director will also work coopera­
tively with the constituent alumni associations, deans, and staff in our 
eight schools and colleges to coordinate and support their alumni 
activities and programs.
Candidates should have at least a bachelor's degree, with a record of 
successful results and progressing responsibility in alumni relations. 
Strong people skills, organizing skills, and oral and written communica­
tion skills are essential, as is experience in the motivation and support 
of volunteer leadership. The position requires frequent travel and work 
in evenings cwid on weekends.
Nominations and applications should be sent to:
Search Advisory Committee for Director 
of Alumni and Parent Relations 
do Office of Public Affairs 
Case Western Reserve University 
2040 Adelbert Road, Room 26 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
tional law. Rita Bryce, Jennifer 
Michalski, and Cash Mischka will rep­
resent CWRU; Bruce Stewart is team 
coordinator. The Craven Competition 
is sponsored by the law school of the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill; the dates are February 21-24.
The Jessup Competition in interna­
tional law, which has been under the 
auspices of the Moot Court Board for 
many years, is now being conducted 
by the International Law Society. 
According to Professor Sidney Picker, 
longtime Jessup Team adviser, the 
American Society for International 
Law, which sponsors the competition, 
actually prefers that it be held under 
ILS auspices and given independent 
status as an international law activity, 
rather than being one among several 
oral advocacy activities run by a moot 
court board.
The International Law Society and its 
president, Joseph Regnery, '90, enthu­
siastically assumed responsibility for 
Jessup. Jody Perkins, ’90, agreed to 
serve as team manager. Regnery and 
Perkins solicited applications, inter­
viewed interested students, and ulti­
mately selected a Jessup team: Jocelyn 
Johnson, Eleonora Riesenman, Tamara 
Hrynik, and John Helbling. Team night 
is set for February 3; shortly thereaf­
ter the team will go to the regional 
competition.
In the meantime. Picker had another 
happy thought: why not give the Jes­
sup Team an alumni adviser in addi­
tion to a faculty adviser? Mark 
Wakefield, ’82, a Jessup participant as 
a student and now a partner in the 
Cleveland firm of Sindell, Lowe & 
Guidubaldi, had expressed a continu­
ing interest and, when asked, willingly 
accepted the assignment.
Finally, news of the Jonathan Ault 
Competition. It is being transformed 
this year into a mock trial competi­
tion, to be administered by the Mock 
Trial Board. According to Dean Peter 
Gerhart, the intention is to put addi­
tional resources into trial advocacy as 
well as appellate advocacy. The Ault 
Competition will take place in the 
spring semester (dates t.b.a.) and will 
culminate in a grand final round.
Class Notes
by Beth Hlabse
1938
In September, France decorated 
Ivan L. Miller as Chevalier 
dans rOrdre des Palmes Aca- 
demiques. The order, created 
by Napoleon 1 in 1808, is given 
in recognition of distinguished 
service in the advancement of 
French culture in the United 
States.
1940 & 1945
Keep the weekend of Septem­
ber 15 open for your class 
reunion! Watch your mailbox 
for further details. If you would 
like to help in the planning, 
write or call Beth Hlabse at 
216/368-3860.
1946
Stanley I. Adelstein has been 
elected to the Hall of Fame of 
the Cleveland City Club.
1948
Robert J. Fay has been elected 
president of the Cuyahoga 
County Bar Association.
Robert L. Lewis presented 
“Asserting Presidential Effec­
tiveness" to the 36th annual 
conference of the Association 
of Boards of Trustees of Com­
munity Colleges of the State 
University of New York in 
Syracuse.
1949
Conrad J. Morgenstern, a
United States trustee in Cleve­
land, was one of a select group 
of six US. trustees attending 
the annual meeting of the 
National Conference of Bank­
ruptcy Judges in Boston.
1950
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 40-year reunion! 
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
Arthur P. Lambros has been 
appointed by Judge William E. 
Mahon as a Cuyahoga County 
grand jury foreman.
Lawrence E. Stewart has been 
accepted as a member of the 
American Board of Trial 
Advocates.
1951
Edward I. Gold, assistant 
United States trustee for the 
Northern District of Ohio, 
conducted interviews on behalf 
of the Offices of the U.S. 
Trustee for Ohio law school 
seniors seeking employment 
with the Department of Justice 
under its honor program.
1952
Joseph E. Cirigliano has been 
appointed to the Ohio Ninth 
District Court of Appeals.
Harold S. Stern has been 
elected president of the Cleve­
land Jewish News. He is also a 
trustee of the Jewish Commu­
nity Federation and the 
National Council of Jewish 
Federations.
1954
Fred Gray can be seen on the 
tape Legal Heroes, a documen­
tary exploring the contribu­
tions of three “ordinary” 
lawyers who are now recog­
nized as models for the profes­
sion. Gray was included for his 
civil rights work.
Herbert Levine has been 
named to the Board of Direc­
tors of the American Civil 
Liberties Union of Cleveland.
1955
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 35-year class 
reunion! Watch your mailbox 
for further details. If you would 
like to help in the planning, 
write or call Beth Hlabse at 
216/368-3860.
Richard E. Guster has left 
Roetzel & Andress and moved 
to the newly opened Akron 
office of Thompson, Hine & 
Flory.
1956
We received this from Robert 
J. Federman in California: “I 
was elected secretary-treasurer 
of the Federation of Insurance 
and Corporate Counsel for the 
year 1989-90 at the F.I.C.C. 
annual meeting in August.” He 
is the founding and senior 
managing partner of Federman, 
Gridley, Gradwohl & Flaherty, a 
Los Angeles defense and litiga­
tion firm.
1957
We received this from Joan E. 
Harley: “1 recently returned 
from giving two workshops for 
the World Communication 
Association in Singapore. I 
covered topics of ‘How to 
Integrate a Minority into a 
Work Group’ and ‘How a Col­
lege can Enter the Consulting 
or Continuing Education Field 
when Working with Industries.’ 
There were participants from 
Japan, Saudi Arabia, Australia, 
etc. A dynamic group of 
people.”
1958
Richard O. Bates has been 
named corporate development 
counsel for Midland Title 
Security in Cleveland.
Albert P. Pickus received the 
Cleveland Bar Award of Merit 
for his work as chairperson of 
the Cleveland Bar Association’s 
Bar Facilities Committee. It is 
one of the highest awards given 
by the CBA.
1960
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 30-year reunion! 
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
University of Akron law profes­
sor Albert H. Leyerle has 
taken his teaching skills to 
Wolverhampton, England, after 
being awarded a Fulbright 
grant for the 1989-90 school 
year. He is teaching courses in 
trusts and equity as well as an 
introduction to the American 
legal system.
1964
Robert D. Storey was elected 
to the Board of Directors of the 
Procter & Gamble Company.
John M. Widder addressed Tau 
Epsilon Rho on “How to Settle 
a Personal Injury Claim for a 
Minor in Probate Court.” He is 
a probate referee in Cleveland.
1965
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 25-year reunion! 
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
1966
Charles S. Rawlings has been 
promoted to senior attorney in 
the legal department of the 
Ohio Bell Telephone Company.
David B. Saxe had an op-ed 
article published in The Wash­
ington Post entitled “No Radio, 
Nothing in Trunk” on Septem­
ber 22. He commented on signs 
that are appearing in car win­
dows to inform would-be 
thieves that there is nothing 
worth stealing in that car.
1967
Marshall J. Wolf has been 
elected secretary of the Family 
Law Section of the American 
Bar Association. He is the first 
Ohioan to become an elected 
officer of the largest divorce 
lawyers’ group in the United 
States.
1968
Named partner at Squire, 
Sanders & Dempsey in Cleve­
land is Terence J. Clark. He 
will continue to concentrate in 
First Amendment law.
Jerry L. Foust has been named 
vice president, personal trust 
administration, at the Hunting- 
ton Trust Company’s Cleveland 
office.
1969
We received this from James 
M. Klein: “I recently returned 
from a seven-month sabatical 
leave in Perth, Australia. I was 
a distinguished visiting profes­
sor at the University of West­
ern Australia Law School. In 
addition to my research project 
on administrative law, 1 taught 
civil procedure, trial practice, 
and interviewing, counseling, 
and negotiation.”
1970
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 20-year reunion! 
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
1971
William Martin Greene was
elected treasurer of the Cleve­
land Academy of Trial 
Attorneys.
1972
George S. Goodridge has left 
Emhart Corporation and joined 
the Hartford law firm of Reid & 
Riege to head its environmental 
practice group.
1973
We received this from Stephen 
Rachlis: “I recently lectured at 
the Practicing Law Institute’s 
1989 seminar on product liabil­
ity, warnings, instructions, and 
recalls.” Rachlis is a partner at 
Wachtell, Manheim & Grouf in 
New York City.
1974
John T. Mulligan has been 
elected president of the Cleve­
land Athletic Club.
1975
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 15-year reunion! 
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
Steven S. Kaufman has been 
elected to the Board of Direc­
tors of Morgan’s Foods, Inc. 
Christopher E. Soukup has 
become a partner at Hen- 
dershott, Huffman & Soukup in 
Cleveland.
Robert H. Weinberger was
elected second vice president 
of the Cuyahoga County Bar 
Association.
1976
Vivian C. Folk is co-author of 
“The Annotated Fiduciary,” 
which identifies and summa­
rizes most federal court opin­
ions and Department of Labor 
releases under the fiduciary 
responsibility provisions of 
ERISA.
Roger L. Shumaker has been 
appointed to the Committee on 
Committees of the American 
Bar Association’s Section of 
Real Property, Probate, and 
Trust Law and to the position 
of vice chair of the Task Force 
on Special Problems of the 
Elderly.
Hazel M. Willacy has been 
appointed to the Executive 
Board of the Industrial Rela­
tions Research Association and 
the Board of Directors of the 
Meridia Institute and Meridia 
Health Ventures, Inc.
1978
Andrew R. Morse has opened 
a private practice in Hudson, 
Ohio.
Janice Edgehouse Rieth has 
become an associate with 
Schneider, Smeltz, Huston & 
Ranney in Cleveland.
John V. Scharon, Jr. was 
elected president of the Cleve­
land Academy of Trial 
Attorneys.
We received this from Timothy 
M. Vogel in Portland, Maine;
“In June I opened a sole private 
practice specializing in elder 
law. It was a good move after 
fifteen years in the public 
interest law sector and the last 
six with an agency providing 
legal services for the elderly.”
1979
Donald F. Barney has been 
elected a trustee of the Cleve­
land Center lor Contemporary 
Art. He has also been 
appointed chairman of Cleve­
land Ballet’s Endowment 
Committee.
1980
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 10-year reunion! 
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
M. Patricia Donnelly has
become a partner with Squire, 
Sanders & Dempsey in 
Cleveland.
R. Todd Hunt has joined the 
Cleveland office of Walter, 
Haverfield, Buscher & Chockley 
as an associate.
Rosemary Macedonio was a 
guest on Channel 5's Morning 
Exchange in Cleveland. She 
discussed legal and ethical 
issues involved with frozen 
embryos, including their cus­
tody and control.
We received this from Michael 
J. Russo: “I’ve just begun my 
internship in clinical psychol­
ogy at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill with a 
half-time rotation in forensic 
psychology at the Federal 
Correctional Institution at 
Batner, North Carolina.”
David G. Welbel has been 
named the managing partner of 
Kadish & Bender in Cleveland.
Guest speaker at the Federal 
Bar Association’s Sixth Annual 
Hazardous Waste & Toxic Tort 
Symposium was Steven M. 
Weiss. His topics included 
developments in the fields of 
epidemiology, recovery for 
emotional harm, and recent 
trends in property contamina­
tion cases.
1981
The State Chemical Manufac­
turing Company headquartered 
in Cleveland has promoted 
William A. Barnett to vice 
president. He is the first person 
outside the family that has 
achieved the position of corpo­
rate vice president in the 78- 
year history of the company.
Paul R. Lovejoy has become a 
partner with Squire, Sanders & 
Dempsey in New York.
We received this from John E. 
Stillpass: “I think I can claim 
to be the first member of the 
class to go to prison. As proof 
of my incarceration I appear 
with fellow inmates/co-stars 
Tom Selleck and F. Murray 
Abraham in the recent Touch­
stone Pictures release “An 
Innocent Man” (look for me in 
the mess hall scenes). While 
waiting for my next big break, 1 
continue to practice with 
Goodman & Goodman (Cincin­
nati) where I engage mainly in 
commercial work which 
includes commercial litigation, 
real estate development, health 
care, and Chapter 11 
bankruptcy.”
1982
We received this from Dominic 
Finelli: “After working almost 
seven years for the Massachu­
setts Department of Revenue in 
the litigation bureau, I have 
recently started my own prac­
tice in Boston. I will be con­
centrating on Massachusetts 
tax law.”
Named partner of Schneider, 
Smeltz, Huston & Ranney in 
Cleveland is Gretchen Corp 
I Jones.
1983
David G. Johnson has become 
a shareholder in the Cleveland 
law firm of McDonald, Hopkins 
& Hardy.
1984
Ann Wightman, formerly with 
Smith & Schnacke in Dayton, 
has joined the newly formed 
Dayton litigation firm of Faruki 
Gilliam & Ireland.
1985
Save the weekend of September 
15 for your 5-year reunion!
Watch your mailbox for further 
details. If you would like to 
help in the planning, write or 
call Beth Hlabse at 216/368- 
3860.
We received this from David A. 
Shough: “At the end of August,
I and eight other commercial 
litigators left Smith & Schnacke 
to form a new firm—Faruki 
Gilliam & Ireland in Dayton,
Ohio —in which I am an associ­
ate. It is solely a litigation 
shop, handling large and small 
commercial matters, white- 
collar crime, utilities regula­
tion, etc.”
1986
T. Charles Cooper has been 
elected president of the Young 
Friends of the Cleveland 
Museum of Art, an affiliate 
group offering cultural, educa­
tional, and social events to its 
members.
Patricia M. Corwin is now an 
associate with Chattman, 
Garfield, Friedlander & Paul in 
Cleveland.
In Cleveland, Randall B. Shorr 
has moved from of Baker & 
Hostetler to Kahn, Kleinman, 
Yanowitz & Arnson in. He will 
continue his practice of real 
estate and partnership law.
1987
Mark A. Proslse has become 
an associate with Hendershott, 
Huffman & Soukup in 
Cleveland.
1988
Lori D. Bornstein has left 
Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur 
in Columbus, Ohio, and joined 
Garrison & Associates in Wash­
ington, D.C., as an attorney 
recruiter,
Alan Hochheiser is a new 
associate with Weinberg & 
Associates in Cleveland. 
Michele Kisatsky has become 
an associate with Hendershott, 
Huffman & Soukup in 
Cleveland.
John J. Ready has become an 
associate with Schneider, 
Smeltz, Huston & Ranney in 
Cleveland.
From Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
we received word that Mark A. 
Slndler has been appointed 
deputy attorney general in the 
drug prosecution division.
Barney Singer has co-written 
an article, “The Regulatory 
Flexibility Act: Orienting Fed­
eral Regulation to Small Busi­
ness,” published in the 
Dickinson Law Review.
Missing Persons
Please help! Listed below are graduates for whom the law school 
has no mailing address. Some are long lost; some have recently 
disappeared; some may be deceased. If you have any information— 
or even a clue—please call (216/368-3860) or write the Office of 
External Affairs, Case Western Reserve University School of Law, 
11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Class of 1940
Norman Finley Reublin
Class of 1942
Peter H. Behrendt 
William Bradford Martin
Class of 1943
David J. Winer
Class of 1947
George J. Dynda
Class of 1948
Hugh McVey Bailey 
Walter Bernard Corley 
Joseph Norman Frank 
Kenneth E. Murphy 
James L. Smith
Class of 1949
Benjamin F. Kelly, Jr. 
Coleman L. Lieber
Class of 1950
Oliver Fiske Barrett, Jr.
Class of 1951
Robert L. Quigley 
Donald Edward Ryan
Class of 1952
Anthony C. Caruso 
Allan Arthur Riippa
Class of 1956
Ray James Roche
Class of 1958
Leonard David Brown
Class of 1961
James E. Meder
Class of 1964
Dennis R. Canfield 
Frank M. VanAmeringen 
Ronald E. Wilkinson
Class of 1965
Salvador y Salcedo 
Tensuan (LLM)
Class of 1966
Robert F. Gould
Class of 1967
Donald J. Reino
Class of 1969
Gary L. Cannon 
Howard M. Simms
Class of 1970
Marc C. Goodman 
John F. Strong
Class of 1971
Christopher R. Conybeare 
Michael D. Franke
Class of 1973
Thomas A. Clark 
Thomas D. Colbridge 
Richard J. Cronin
Class of 1974
Glen M. Rickies 
John W. Wiley
Class of 1976
Curtis L. Bentz 
A. Carl Maier
Class of 1978
Lenore M. J. Simon
Class of 1979
Corbie V. C. Chupick 
Gregory Allan McFadden
Class of 1980
Lewette A. Fielding
Class of 1981
Peter Shane Burleigh
Class of 1982
Heather J. Broadhurst 
Mark A. Ingram 
Stephen A. Watson
Class of 1983
Alayne Marcy Rosenfeld
Class of 1984
Mark Andrew Holland
Class of 1987
Edward M. Aretz 
Susan T. Bartle
Class of 1988
Joseph Williams
Class of 1989
James Burdett 
Robert Marc Neault 
Gwenna Rose Wootress
IN MEMORIAM
P. L. Thornbury ’25 
My 29, 1989 
Marvin J. Laronge, '28 
Society of Benchers 
My 27. 1989
Harvey R. MoncJc, '28 ' 
October 18, 1989 
Leonard Becker, '31 
November 10, 1989
Edward A. Foote, Jr., ’31 
My 20, 1989
Benjamin Jaffe, ’32 
November 19, 1989
Ezra K. Bryan, ’34 
November 10, 1989
Austin T. Klein, ’34 
November 27, 1989
Francis X. Feighan, ’38 
October 26, 1989
Stanley W. Shirreffs, ’39 
My 1, 1989
Jack P. Forman, ’40 
September 28, 0989
James M. DeVinne, ’48 
October 27, 1989
Joseph Zito, ’51 
My 17, 1989
Case Western Reserve 
University
Law Alumni Association
Officers
President
John S. Pyle, ’74 
Vice President 
Stuart A. Laven, ’70 
Regional Vice Presidents 
Akron—Thomas M. Parker, '79 
Canton—Loren E. Souers, Jr., '75 
Chicago—Jeffrey L. Dorman; ’74 
Cincinnati—Peter E. Koenig, '81 
Detroit—Robert B. Weiss, '75 
Los Angeles—Thomas B. Ackland, 
'70
New York—E. Peter Harab, '74 
Pittsburgh—Richard S. Wiedman, 
'80
San Francisco—Richard North 
Patterson, '71
Washington, D.C.—Bob C. Griffo, '81
Secretary
Sara J. Harper '52
Treasurer
Ann H. Womer Benjamin, '78
Board of Governors
Oakley V. Andrews, '65 
Napoleon A. Bell, '54 
Columbus, Ohio 
James A. Clark, ’77 
Chicago, Illinois 
Carolyn Davenport Dumas, ’80 
New York, New York 
Lee J. Dunn, Jr., ’70 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dominic J. Fallon, '59 
Mary Anne Garvey, '80 
David D. Green, '82 
Margaret J. Grover, '83 
San Francisco, California 
Joan E. Harley, '57 
Owen L. Heggs, '67 
Herbert J. Hoppe, Jr., '53 
Nancy A. Hronek, ’82 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Mary Ann Jorgenson, ’75 
Margery B. Koosed, ’74 
Akron, Ohio 
Jeffrey S. Leavitt, ’73 
Milton A. Marquis, ’84 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Gerald A. Messerman, ’61 
David A. Schaefer, ’74 
Leonard P. Schur, ’48 
Roland H. Strasshofer, ’50 
James R. Willis, '52 
Mary Ann Zimmer, ’75 
New York, New York 
C. David Zoba, ’80 
Dallas, Texas
t^iihim.1111^................... . ..................................... . .iMimaa
Calendar of Events
Jan ‘ Association of American Law SchoolsAlumni Reception—San Francisco
(date t.b.a.)
Ault Mock Trial Team Night (see page 44)
Feb ' Sumner Canary LectureFrank H. Easterbrook, US. Court of Appeals, 7th 
Circuit
(date t.b.a.)
American Bar Association
Alumni Reception—Los Angeles
Continuing Legal Education
Basic Probate Practice
Mondays, March 12-April 16
6:30 to 8:45 p.m.
Advanced Estate Planning for Intra-Family Transfers 
Tuesdays, March 13-April 17
7 to 9:15 p.m.
Mar' E. Allan Farnsworth, Scholar in Residence Alfred McCormack Professor of Law, Columbia 
University
28 Phlegm Snopes Basketball Tournament, 
Championship Game
Law-Medicine Center
The Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., Scholar in Residence 
Guido Calabresi, Dean of the Yale Law School
Annual Banquet, Black Law Students Association
20- Conference—CanadaAJ.S. Law Institute (see page 37) 
22 Law and Human Resources in the Canada/US. Context
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Ohio State Bar Association 
Alumni Reception—Dayton
Commencement
14 & Law Alumni Weekend
15 Class Reunions
For further information: Office of Externai Affairs
Case Western Reserve University 
School of Law 
11075 East Boulevard 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 
216/368-3860
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